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Dear Delegate,
We begin this Preface with the sad news that Gopal Kanji died on 28th May 2010. At the time
that LASR was concentrating on the the theme of Statistics and Images in the 90’s, he came
with a suggestion to edit special issues on the topic which resulted in two volumes "Statis-
tics and Images" in 1993 and 1994 published by Carfax as special issues as well as separate
books. The first was jointly edited and it has perhaps the firstwarped image in a statistical jour-
nal (GK+KVM=GKVM!). These volumes are not easily accessible but are quoted frequently.
Gopal was a man with immense energy and vision, and founded the Journal of Applied Statistics
(now edited in Leeds) and other journals many decades ago.

One of the key aims of the LASR Workshops is to encourage interdisciplinary collabora-
tion between participants. One example we have been citing is the collaboration between the
Bioinformatics Centre (University of Copenhagen) and the Department of Statistics (University
of Leeds) who have been developing an advanced protein structure prediction framework called
PHAISTOS. The method was used in the CASP 2008 (CASP = Critical Assessment of Protein
Structure) competition (see details in last year’s proceedings,Borg et al,pp.65-70). This method
is applied again in the current CASP 2010 Competition. We also started collaborating with
Douglas Theobald (Brandeis University, MA) since his last visit here.

One of the poster sessions at LASR 2009

Looking forward, the dates for LASR 2011 are July 5-7 which coincides with the 30th an-
niversary of the LASR workshop. Incidentally, LASR 2001 wasthe first workshop here to start
statistical protein bioinformatics so we will complete 10 years by then. For LASR 2011, key
speakers will include Yang Zhang (University of Kansas) whohas been consistently first in
recent CASP competitions and Michael Levitt (Stanford University) who has pioneered many
aspects of Bioinformatics. There will also be a session dedicated to the memory of David
Kendall who actively encouraged LASR workshops; Wilfred Kendall and Huing Le have al-
ready accepted the invitation as well.

Our themes continue to expand and grow. As usual there is strong emphasis on bioinfor-
matics, shape analysis, and directional statistics but we are not limited by these themes. For the
last 10 years or so we have been focusing on statistical toolsfor bioinformatics and it would
be worth exploring new interdisciplinary research areas. Our poster sessions are certainly one
of the good examples where we have freedom to represent a widerange of interdisciplinary
statistics. The workshop strives to maintain our traditionof being informal and relaxed, and
encouraging interaction and discussion between the delegates. We expect this will continue for
LASR 2010 and hope you will enjoy this year’s event.

Kanti Mardia
2010
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1. TIMETABLE
TUESDAY 6TH JULY

9:00-10:00 Registration

10:00-10:30 COFFEE

SESSION I
10:30-10:45 Welcome

Bronek Wedzicha(Pro-Dean for Research)

10:45-11:30 Statistical complexity in protein bioinformatics II
Kanti V. Mardia

11:30-12:20 Analysis of ChIP-Seq data
Terry Speed∗ and Oleg Mayba

12:30-1:30 LUNCH

SESSION II
2:00-2:50 Sparse model-based network inference using Gaussian

graphical models
Ernst Wit∗ and Antonio Abbruzzo

2:50-3:15 An EM interpretation of the Softassign algorithmfor alignment
problems

John T. Kent∗, Kanti V. Mardia and Charles C. Taylor

3:15-3:45 TEA
3:45-4:35 Numbers and Reasons

Fred L. Bookstein

4:35-5:00 Geodesic and parallel models for leaf shape
Stephan F. Huckemann∗ and Thomas Hotz

5:00 Drinks Reception

In multiple author papers, * indicates the presenter(s).
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SESSION III
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Matthew Care∗ and David R. Westhead
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Thomas Hamelryck∗

4:35-5:00 TheMycobacterium tuberculosisdrugome and its polypharmacological
implications

Sarah L. Kinnings∗, Li Xie, Kingston H. Fung, Richard M. Jackson,
Lei Xie and Philip E. Bourne

7:00 Drinks reception

7:30 Conference Dinner
After dinner speaker:Tim Benton(Pro-Dean for Research)

In multiple author papers, * indicates the presenter(s).
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SESSION V
9:30-10:20 Clustering of high-dimensional data with application to gene-

expression data
Geoff McLachlan
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Siem H. Heisterkamp

10:45-11:15 COFFEE
11:15-11:40 Cross platform comparison of microarray data using order restricted

inference
Florian Klinglmueller∗, Thomas Tuechler and Martin Posch

11:40-12:05 New DNA sequencing technologies: challenges and opportunities
Wally Gilks

12:05-12:20 Review of LASR 2010
Kanti V. Mardia

12:30-1:30 LUNCH

In multiple author papers, * indicates the presenter(s).
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Joel P. Dockray∗, Richard M. Jackson and Thomas A. Edwards
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Asaad M. Ganeiber∗ and John T. Kent

Dynamic Bayesian analysis of protein signalling connectivity reveals heterogeneity
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Steven M. Hill∗, Yiling Lu, Gordon B. Mills and Sach Mukherjee

Log-linear modelling of protein dipeptide structure reveals interesting patterns of side-
chain–backbone interactions

Kerstin Hommola∗ Walter R. Gilks and Kanti V. Mardia
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Jennifer Klapper∗ and Stuart Barber
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Yaoyong Li∗, James Bradford, and Crispin J. Miller
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Kanti V. Mardia, Christopher J. Fallaize∗, Stuart Barber, Richard M. Jackson and
Douglas L. Theobald
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Kanti V. Mardia, John T. Kent, Charles C. Taylor, ZhengzhengZhang∗ and
Thomas Hamelryck
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Joseph Ward

In multiple author papers, * indicates the presenter(s).
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Statistical complexity in protein bioinformatics II

Kanti V. Mardia

Department of Statistics, University of Leeds

1 Introduction

Problems in protein bioinformatics have led to various challenges in statistics. In Mardia (2009)
we focused on a few problems related to shape analysis and directional statistics:

(1)Random rotations and the Fisher matrix distribution . (2)Bookstein type registration for
Form Analysis (3) The saddlepoint approximation to von Mises Distribution. (4) Importance
sampling and in directional statistics, (5)Bayesian analysis for multivariate directional distribu-
tions . Here, we give a broader view in Section 2. In Section 3 ,we revisit bivariate von Mises
distributions . In Section 4, we examine an identity in two competitive measures of size-and-
shape variation. We end with some other topics of current interest in the area.

2 Statistical Protein Bioinformatics

Following Mardia (2009) and Mardia (2010),we first describethe background to protein bioin-
formatics . It is important to remember that the protein has many facets as emphasized in
Mardia (2009). A protein is a sequence of amino acids (20 types) which, when it folds, has a
3-dimensional structure. In 3-D, we can describe the protein by the coordinates of the atoms.
The main part of the protein is its backbone (main chain) which can be considered as a repeated
sequence of three atoms nitrogen (N), carbon (Cα or Cα) and carbon (C ′) so the backbone in
3-D has coordinates of the sequences

N1 − Cα
1 − C ′

1 −N2 − Cα
2 − . . .−Nr − Cα

r − C ′
r

wherer denotes the ‘length’ of the backbone. In view of the physico-chemical properties, three
dihedral anglesφ, ψ, ω are sufficient to summarize the backbone and Table 1 gives thedefinition
of the three dihedral anglesφ, ψ andω. Recall that the dihedral angleθ of the four points
x1, . . . , x4 in 3-D is defined as the angle between the two planes (x1, x2, x3) and (x2, x3, x4)
which lies between 0 and 2π .

Due to physico-chemistry, angleω can only take two values 0 orπ (mainly for the proline
amino acid but otherwise there is only one value forω) and therefore only the bivariate angles
(φ, ψ) play a key role in understanding the backbone, particularly in predicting how the 1-D
sequences fold into 3-D; this is one of the major unsolved problems of biology.

Ramachandran(et al 1963) in their fundamental work plotted(φ, ψ) to summarize the re-
curring basic shapes in protein (α helices andβ sheets) and found their empirical distribution.
These scatter plots of(φ, ψ) are now known as Ramachandran plots . The first statistical work
in some sense to understand parametrically these plots through bivariate directional distribu-
tions (sine and cosine models see below) has been given by Mardia et al (2007); Boomsma et
al (2008) have used these distributions in local structure prediction through a hidden Markov
model.

Historically, describing protein secondary structure hasbeen somewhat subjective, but theDSSP
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Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) was designed to standard-
ize the assignment from protein database co-ordinates to secondary structures. This program
assigns each(φ, ψ) pair of angles to one of:

C coil“loop or irregular” (for which sometime no label is given, i.e.blank)

B residue in isolated beta-bridge

E extended strand, participates in beta ladder

G 3-helix (3/10 helix)

H alpha helix

I 5 helix (pi helix)

S bend

T hydrogen bonded turn

Table 1:Four atoms involved in the definition of dihedral angles (φ,ψ, ω) of the backbone,Mardia (2010
,with corrections )

θ x1 x2 x3 x4

φi C ′
i−1 Ni Cα

i C ′
i

ψi Ni Cα
i C ′

i Ni+1

ωi Cα
i−1 C ′

i−1 Ni Cα
i

Secondary structure is defined by hydrogen bonding, so the exact definition of a hydrogen
bond is critical. The standard H-bond definition for secondary structure is that of DSSP, which
is a purely electrostatic model. It assigns charges to (1) the "carbonyl carbon and oxygen" and
(2) the "amide nitrogen and hydrogen". A shape based definition of hydrogen bonding is used
in Paulsen et al(2010). Fig 1 displays such a bond (small parallel lines ); it also shows key
angles in a small section of a protein backbone .

From a statistical perspective ,we are dealing with the joint distribution of

(1) anglesθ (such asφ, ψ )

(2) discrete variables A( type of amino acid), and S (type of secondary structures).

The data files are created according to some biochemistry objectives,usually from pdb (Protein
Data Bank). These angles are mostly binned in most of the previous studies but recent trend
is to use continuous distributions. However, these continuous distributions have to take into
account NO-GO AREAS which are chemically impossible and these are not known a priori
i.e.,the distributions are on the regions with real holes sothe support itself is very complex and
unknown.

Most of the time, the aim is structural prediction which leads to varied data analytic prob-
lems. One good start is to fit distributions such as through parametric mixtures or nonparamet-
ric density estimation to the relevant data. Parametric mixtures provide clear indication of each
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Figure 1: Key angles and hydrogen bonding ( a set of small parallel lines)in a protein backbone with the
cosine density in its background ;Figure by Tim Harder, Bioinformatics Center, University of Copen-
hagen.

components which are ready to be understood and apply, eg. for understanding variability, level
of correlations etc. Mardia and Taylor (2010) have provideda library of the cosine (Section 3 )
mixtures for each amino acid which may provide another quality control tool. The estimate of
the number of components through AIC is common in parametricmixtures. This approach is
adapted by Mardia et al (2007) and has a lot of potential on theline similar to Ting et al (2010).
Another approach is to use the HMM which can generate probabilities or simulate samples on
demand. A good example is Boomsma et al (2008). Note that the nodes and the emission ma-
trices are available for interpretation but usually these are not examined. Recall that classical
mixture models are a particular case of HMM.

Note that loops are flexible parts of proteins and are key ingredients in drug designs. Again
there are some challenging shape problems (eg Olivia et al ,1997). In addition to the backbone,
the side chains information is used which may beCβ or so called the chi angles (eg. Hommola
et al ,2010). Green and Mardia (2006) have used amino acid types in Bayesian alignment ; one
can incorporate detailed physico-chemical information, see for example Czogiel et al (2008).
To sum up, development of statistical tools depends heavilyon which facet of proteins is used.

3 Bivariate von Mises directional distributions

There has been a growing keen interest in bivariate von Misesdirectional distributions forφ, ψ
.We write here these angles asθ, φ . These distributions are particular cases of the “full” bivari-
ate von Mises (BVM) distribution, which was introduced by Mardia (1975),

f(θ, φ) = c(κ1, κ2, A) exp
{

κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) +

[cos(θ − µ), sin(θ − µ)]A[cos(φ− ν), sin(φ− ν)]T
}

, (1)

where the anglesθ, φ ∈ (−π, π] lie on the torus, a square with opposite sides identified, and
the matrixA = (aij) is 2 × 2. This model has eight parameters and allows for dependence
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between the two angles. Various submodels with five parameters have appeared (Singh et al,
2002; Mardia et al, 2007) to mimic the bivariate normal distribution. Two important sub-models
are the sine and the cosine model. TheSine modelhas the density (Singh et al, 2002)

fs(θ, φ) ∝ exp{κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) + λ sin(θ − µ) sin(φ− ν)}. (2)

For theCosine modelthe density is given by (Mardia et al, 2007)

fc(θ, φ) ∝ exp{κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) − κ3 cos(θ − µ− φ+ ν)} (3)

This model has positive interaction. The cosine model with negative interaction has the expo-
nent in (3) as

κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ− ν) − κ3 cos(θ − µ+ φ− ν).

The normalizing constant in a compact form for the full BVM has been elusive since Mardia
(1975) but surprisingly we can obtain it in a compact form as follows . Let us write the singular
value decomposition of(µ = ν = 0) as

A = R(γ)ΛR(δ)T (4)

whereR(γ) andR(δ) are two orthogonal matrices andΛ = diag(α, β).
Theorem 1(Mardia,2010). The normalization constant for the full BVMis given by

I = 4π2ΣkΣl{cos(kγ − lδ)}Ik(κ1)Il(κ2)I k+l
2

(u)I k−l
2

(v), (5)

wherek + l is even,u = (α+ β)/2, v = (α− β)/2.
Now we can deduce various special cases .Further work is required to understand the full

BVM and the implementation. Conjugate priors have been recently popular (Mardia,2009,2010;
Lennox et al ,2009).

There are many open ended questions in the field. One of the major questions is which
bivariate von Mises model is a “true” extension of the univariate von Mises distribution. The
question has been discussed in Mardia et al (2007) , Kent et al(2008) and Mardia (2010). It
seems the sine model may be more suited since the multivariate extension is attractive. But the
situation is somewhat similar to how approximate is the univariate von Mises distribution to the
wrapped normal. In practice there is hardly a difference. One should view the differences in
the same light between the sine and the cosine model. The multivariate sine model for high
dimensional data also requires further study. Thus the fieldis still evolving! Note that for
Bioinformatics, we normally need computationally efficient methods in using any statistical
methodology.

4 Relationship between the two RMSD measures

Let us consider the relation between the following two RMSD measures used in early bioinfor-
matics literature for comparing size-and-shape. One is called RMSDc as thecoordinatesare
used, ie. RMSD2C = R2

1 given by

R2
1 =

k
∑

i=1

||xi − τ̂ − Âyi||
2/k (6)

for the two configurations(xi) and(yi) i = 1, . . . , k in d-dimensions. Note that this measure
is related to the Procrustes distance. Another RMSDD using thedistances
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δ
(1)
ij = ||xi − xj ||, δ

(2)
ij = ||yi − yj||, is given by

R2
2 =

k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

(δ
(1)
ij − δ

(2)
ij )2/k2. (7)

where RMSD2D = R2
2 . It is found from empirical studies by Cohen and Sternberg (1980) that

R2 ≃ 0.75R1 + c (8)

wherec ranges from (0, 0.2).Such a relation can be obtained under the following model. Let

xi = τ + Aµi + ǫi; ǫi ∼ IN(0, σ2I), (9)

whereσ2 is small andk is moderately large. InR2
1, the parametersτ andA are estimated so

kR2
1 ∼ σ2χ2

f wheref = {k − d(d+1)
2

}d. Ford = 3, we thus have

E(R2
1) ≃ 3σ2. (10)

Let us now writeR2
2 =

∑

i

∑

j(δij − ||µi − µj||)
2/k2. We show that

δij ∼ ||µi − µj|| + 2σ2N(0, 1).

Without any loss of generality, we assume here thatx = µ + ǫ, ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2I), σ small.
Then we show that approximately

|x| − |µ| ∼ N(0, σ2). (11)

We have

|x| = |µ+ ǫ| = |µTµ+ 2µT ǫ+ ǫT ǫ|
1

2 ≃ |µTµ|
1

2

[

1 +
2µT ǫ

µTµ

]
1

2

asǫT ǫ is neglible to the first order. Thus

|x| − |µ| =
µT ǫ

(µTµ)
1

2

.

NowE|x| = |µ|, var|x| = E{µT ǫǫTµ}/µTµ = σ2, so the normal approximation (12) follows.
In our case, we deduce

E(R2
2) ≃ var(δij) = 2σ2. (12)

Hence from (10) and (12)

E(R2
2)/E(R2

1) = 2/3;E(R2)/E(R1) ≃

√

2

3
= 0.82. (13)

The result is very similar to (8) which was suggested in Levitt (1976, p77) but it was not cor-
rectly cited in Cohen and Sternberg (1980) for comparison with (8). We can also write down
the approximate confidence intervals for (13). Note thatR1 is now used exclusively in bioinfor-
matics, partly for its computational efficiency.
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5 Discussions

In Section 2, we have highlighted two competing strategies for mixtures through EM/HMM and
through the Dirichlet process. It is worth examining if there is any real difference in the two
methods in practice. On the other hand, it is satisfying if the two approaches yield similar con-
clusions. Various areas of shape analysis need expanding: surface analysis, biological growth,
robust unlabelled alignment, shape model based discrimination. As far as the applications are
concerned, there are new challenges in finding patterns in genome sequence data towards any
common function. Drug discovery and virtual screening are other current important areas.
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Analysis of ChIP-Seq Data

Terry Speed1,2∗ and Oleg Mayba2
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1 Introduction

The arrival of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies has revolutionized the field of
molecular biology. This is especially apparent in the field of genome-wide ChIP studies, where
early successful applications to identification of transcription factor (TF) binding sites, regions
of RNA Pol II activity and locations of histone modifications(Barski et al (2007), Mikkelsen
et al (2007), Johnsonet al (2007), Robertsonet al (2007)) coupled with cost-effectivenes of
the technology led to NGS supplanting microarrays (ChIP-Chip) as the tool of choice for these
assays.
The change in technology has led to the demand for new statistically-sound data analysis tools
to determine genomic locations where protein-DNA interactions of interest occurred from raw
data. Many such tools, often called peak-finders, are now openly available to researchers, and
they approach the problem of region identification and assessing significance in numerous dif-
ferent ways. This large number of analysis approaches is partly due to complex biases the data
exhibits and the need to account for them as well as lack of convincing data-generating model
that would allow for straightforward calculation of statistical significance.
In this talk we will give overview of ChIP-Seq assays and someproperties of the data that affect
downstream analysis. We note here that we will restrict ourselves to discussing the Illumina
sequencing technology, the most widely used one in the field.We will then discuss some gen-
eral features of current peak-finding tools and propose our own approach to peak-finding in the
context of TF binding site identification.

2 ChIP-Seq Overview

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (or ChIP) is a well-established assay to detect protein-DNA in-
teractions in vivo. All proteins associated with DNA are covalently crosslinked and the protein-
bound DNA is sheared into smaller fragments. A protein- or domain-specific antibody (Ab),
or a cocktail of Abs is then used to selectively precipitate DNA fragments crosslinked to the
protein of interest. This is the immunoprecipitation (IP) step. Finally, the protein-DNA com-
plex is reverse crosslinked and the DNA is purified from the mixture. The final DNA pool is
enriched for fragments associated in vivo with the protein(s) of interest. However, this enrich-
ment depends on antibody specificity/sensitivity and the number of genome-wide interaction
sites, meaning that the fraction of fragments in the final pool that came from the sites of studied
interaction can be as little as 1-2% (and this relatively small enrichment might very well give
excellent results, e.g. if the number of in vivo interactionsites is small).
The enriched DNA pool undergoes various further manipulations, collectively known as library
preparation, prior to entering the (Illumina) sequencing pipeline. Library preparation is meant
to optimize the sequencing results and includes fragment size selection and, optionally, PCR
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amplification among other steps. During the sequencing process, each individual fragment in
the submitted DNA sample can give rise to a ’cluster’, which in turn will produce a unit of
sequence in the sequencing output. That unit could be a single reads (a sequenced end of the
fragment) or 2 reads in the case of the paired-ends protocol (where both ends of the fragment
are sequenced). The reads are then aligned to a genome using one of many available aligners,
and a peak-finder is used to identify sites of interaction of interest along the genome based on
the information from the aligned reads.

3 Peak-Finders

A peak-finder is a tool that uses a sequenced ChIP sample to identify regions of interest (ROIs)
and to assign significance to them, statistical or otherwise. Since the sample is enriched for reads
from ROIs, the corresponding genomic regions should show a pile-ups of reads, or ’peaks’,
hence the name ’peak-finder’. The significance of the peak canthen be assessed by comparing
to background or to a control sample.
To identify peaks, most peak-finders use a sliding window approach or build fragment-overlap
profiles. A measure of enrichment, usually the number of reads in a window or the height of
fragment overlap profile, is calculated, and a background model or a control sample are used
to establish significance cutoffs. If control sample is present, it is often incorporated into the
definition of enrichment measure , e.g. fold enrichment or a p-value based on a distribution
derived from control sample.
Various pre-processing decisions are incorporated into the design of peak-finding tools. The
difference in total number of reads between treatment and control samples needs to be taken
into account, a policy towards reads with multiple occurrences (which could be artifacts of the
PCR step) needs to be established, and in the case of TF data, further localization of events of
interest by read-shifting might be achieved.
The statistical significance can be assessed by modeling thedistribution of enrichment mea-
sures. In absence of control samples, a Poisson or negative binomial model for counts in win-
dows along genome is often assumed, although re-sampling methods are sometimes used. Most
peak-finders recommend that users create control samples toassess significance. The reason
for this is that the distribution of reads in genomic regionsoutside of ROIs is not uniform, but
exhibits features that are hard to model outright:

• Some regions contain fewer reads than they should due to non-uniqueness of their DNA
sequence (known as mappability bias, this depends on alignment strategy and the length
of sequenced reads)

• Illumina sequencing exhibits a bias towards GC-rich regions (although protocol modifi-
cations exist to account for it)

• Some portions of chromatin are more amenable to shearing than others, resulting in un-
even representation of genomic fragments prior to IP

• PCR can preferentially amplify some fragments at the expense of others

• Repeat-rich genomic regions in close proximity to centromeres and telomeres tend to be
enriched for reads, owing perhaps to assembly inadequacies

• Antibody might preferentially precipitate proteins other than the ones under study, or
could exhibit affinity for proteins in general (Ab non-specificity)
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The background distribution of enrichment measures is thenmodeled from the control sample,
or the enrichment measure itself can be p-value or somethingsimilar (e.g. a false-dscovery
rate). Alternative approaches include modeling the background distribution by switching the
roles of treatment and control (library-swapping), or by comparing a second control sample to
the original one.
One needs to be careful when using controls for several reasons. There is the issue of nor-
malization: only the background portion of the treatment sample should be normalized to the
control, and this may be hard to define. Another issue is that different controls can exhibit
wildly different enrichment profiles, depending on whetherone uses input DNA, a non-specific
Ab IP, a mutant or other control. A particular control might not account for some of the biases
listed above, and may not improve the specificity and sensitivity of the analysis.

Our Approach

TF binding sites are characterized in single-end ChIP-Seq data by offset strand-specific peak
profiles, due to the nature of the sequencing process. We leverage our knowledge of this fact
to guide peak-finding in absence of a control sample. We first identify candidate enriched
regions by modeling read counts in sliding windows as Poisson-distributed with GC content
and mappability as covariates. We then use likelihood methods to fit our offset strand-specific
peak model to read counts in enriched regions, and discard the candidate regions that fail to fit,
as these are likely to represent some of the artifacts mentioned above. Measures of statistical
significance can be obtained from comparing the distribution of peak shape parameters among
the regions that fit with those that do not. This approach would not filter out artifacts due to Ab
non-specificity, so if this is a known problem, an analysis can be run on an appropriate control
sample and common peaks can be discarded.
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Abstract
We consider the problem of estimating a sparse dynamic Gaussian graphical model with

L1 penalized maximum likelihood of structured precision matrix. The structure can consist
of specific time dynamics, known presence or absence of linksin the graphical model or
equality constraints on the parameters. The model is definedon the basis of partial correla-
tions, which results in a specific class precision matrices.A priori L1 penalized maximum
likelihood estimation in this class is extremely difficult,because of the above mentioned
constraints, the computational complexity of theL1 constraint on the side of the usual
positive-definite constraint. The implementation is non-trivial, but we show that the com-
putation can be done effectively by taking advantage of an efficient maximum determinant
algorithm (SDPT3) developed in convex optimization. For selecting the tuning parameter,
we compare several selection criteria and argue that the traditional AIC and BIC should not
expect to work. We compare our method with related methods, such asglasso(Friedman
et al. 2007).

Key words: Covariance Selection; Lasso;SDPT3 Algorithm; Penalized likelihood;
Gaussian Graphical Model; Structured Correlation Matrix.

1 Introduction

A multivariate Gaussian graphical model (GGM) for an undirected graphG is defined in terms
of its Markov properties. Variables, i.e. nodes in the graph, are independent conditional on a
separating set. In other words, letX = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)

T be a multivariate Gaussian vector,
then an undirected edge is drawn between two nodesi andj, if and only if the corresponding
variablesXi andXj are conditionally dependent given the remaining variables. LetG = (X,E)
be an undirected graph with vertex setX = {X1, ..., Xp} and edge setE = {eij}, where
eij = 1 or 0 according to whether verticesi andj are adjacent inG or not. The GGM model
N(G) consists of all p-variate normal distributionsNp(µ,Σ), for arbitrary mean vectorsµ and
covariance matricesΣ, assumed nonsingular, for which the concentration or precision matrix
Θ = Σ−1 satisfies the following linear restriction

eij = 0 ⇔ θij = 0.

The modelN(G) has also been called a covariance selection model (Dempster1972) and a
concentration graph model (Cox 1996, Chapter 2). The readeris referred to Whittaker (1990,
Chapter 6) for statistical properties of these models, including methods for parameter estima-
tion, model testing and model selection. The modelN(G) also can be defined in terms of
pairwise conditional independence. IfX = (X1, . . . , Xp)

T ∼ Np(µ,Σ), then

θij = 0 ⇔ Xj ⊥ Xi|X{−(i,j)} ⇔ ρij = 0

where

ρij = −
θij

√

θijθij
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denotes the partial correlation betweenXi andXj , i.e. the correlation betweenXi andXj

givenX{−(i,j)}. This suggests that the determination of the graphG, can be based on the set of
sample partial correlationŝρij arising from independent and identically distributed observations
X ∼ Np(µ,Σ), wheren >> p is assumed in order to guarantee positive definiteness of the
sample covariance matrix. In other words, given a random sampleX we wish to estimate the
concentration matrixΘ. Of particular interest is the identification of zero entries in the con-
centration matrixΘ = {θij}, since a zero entryθij = 0 indicates the conditional independence
between the two variablesXi andXj given all other variables.

Graphical models are probability models for multivariate random variables whose indepen-
dence structure is characterized by a conditional independence graph. The standard theory of
estimating GGMs can be exploited only when the number of measurementsn is much higher
than the number of variablesp. This ensures that the sample covariance matrix is positivedef-
inite with probability one. Instead, in most application, such as microarray gene expression
data sets, we have to cope with the opposite situation(n ≪ p). Thus, the growing interest in
"smalln, largep" problems, requires an alternative approach. In problems where the number of
nodes is large, but the number of links are relatively few pernode, sparse inference ofΘ in the
framework of a GGM is useful, because:

• it reduces the complex high dimensional object into simpler, low dimensional objects;

• it groups the variables into several sets;

• it highlights that some variables are crucial;

• it asserts that some variables will be sufficient to predictother ones.

Estimating the dimensionality of the GGM model is complicated issue. The standard ap-
proach is greedy stepwise forward-selection or backward-deletion, and parameter estimation
is based on the selected model. In each step the edge selection or deletion is typically done
through hypothesis testing at some levelα. It has long been recognized that this procedure does
not correctly take account of the multiple comparisons involved (Edwards, 2000). Another
drawback of the common stepwise procedure is its computational complexity. To remedy these
problems, Drton and Perlman (2004) proposed a method that produces conservative simultane-
ous1 − α confidence intervals, and use these confidence intervals to do model selection in a
single step. The method is based on asymptotic considerations. Meinshausen and Buehlmann
(2006) proposed a computationally attractive method for covariance selection that can be used
for very large Gaussian graphs. They perform neighbourhoodselection for each node in the
graph and combine the results to learn the structure of a Gaussian concentration graph model.
They showed that their method is consistent for sparse high-dimensional graphs. However, in
all of the above mentioned methods, model selection and parameter estimation are done sepa-
rately. The parameters in the concentration matrix are typically estimated based on the model
selected. As demonstrated by Breiman (1996), the discrete nature of such procedures often leads
to instability of the estimator: small changes in the data may result in very different estimates.

Here, we propose a sparse dynamic Gaussian graphical model with L1 penalty of structured
correlation matrix that does model selection and parameterestimation simultaneously in the
Gaussian concentration graph model. We employ anL1 penalty on the off-diagonal elements
of the correlation matrix. This is similar to the idea of theglasso(Friedman, 2007). TheL1

penalty encourages sparsity and at the same time gives shrinkage estimates. In addition, we can
model arbitrary, locally additive models for the precisionmatrix, while explicitly ensuring that
the estimator of the concentration matrix is positive define. This is achieved via an efficient
semi-definite programming algorithm(SDPT3).
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the problem of
gaussian profile likelihood model and the linked with the maximum determinant problem. The
type of model will be specified. In Section 3, we describe the algorithmSDPT3 to solve the
optimization problem, the general idea and the implementation of the method as well.

2 Dynamic Gaussian graphical model for networks

The graph structure of the Gaussian graphical model describes the conditional independence
structure between the variables. The two main applicationsof this conditional independence are
either (i) modular dependency structures and (ii) Markovian dependency structures. The former
are used in expert systems or flow-chart descriptions of causal structures, whereas the latter is
typical for spatio-temporal forms of (in)dependence. A dynamic gaussian graphical model for
a network contains both types of conditional dependence: a Markovian dependence structure
would capture that temporal relatedness of nearby observations, which is broken by one (or
more) conditioning, intervening observations. The network itself has an internal relatedness
due to the modular structure of the network: the results of the observed outcomes at the nodes
flow through the links to the other nodes, thereby affecting neighbouring vertices. Due to its
computational tractibility is the multivariate normal distribution uniquely suited as an initial
model for a dynamic graphical model. For example, its conditional independence structure is
simply characterized in terms of zeros in the inverse of its covariance matrix,

Θ = Σ−1.

If we measure a univariate outcome atp nodes acrossT discrete time-points, then initially we
describe the dataX as coming from a multivariate normal distribution:

X ∼ NpT (µ,Θ−1).

In many practical example, it may be the case that only a single replicateX has been observed.
Estimation will only be possible if we are willing to impose restrictions on the parameters.
There are two types of restrictions that we will consider: sparsity restrictions and model defini-
tions.

2.1 Sparsity restrictions of the precision matrix

The arrival of the high-throughput era in genomics has seen an explosion of data gathering: for
a fraction of the amount of time and money it used to cost to monitor the level of a particular
gene or protein, now thousands are monitored. Nevertheless, the underlying physical reality
will not have changed as a result of our data-gathering. The particular protein that used to bind
to the promotor region of the particular gene will still do so: the fact that we monitor thousands
of genomic variables has not made the genomic reality itselfany more difficult. Obviously,
this reality is certainly highly complex, but at the same time it is also highly structured as DNA
sequences are highly specific for binding to particular proteins. Therefore, the genomic network
can be thought to be highly sparse set of relations between thousands of genomic players, such
as DNA, mRNA and proteins. Obviously, we don’t know exactly which links should be assumed
to be zero, but we want to create a model that encourages zeroes between the vertices.

Furthermore, the fact that we are considering dynamic models with observations of the ge-
nomic system spaced in time, it is probably sufficient to assume – especially given the usual
spacing of genomic observations – the existence of first or atmost second order Markov depen-
dence. This means that large part of the precision matrix canbe filled with zeroesa priori.
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2.2 Model restrictions of the precision matrix

Given the sparsity of the data, it is essential to define models that are finely tuned to be able to
estimate interesting quantities of interest. For example,we have seen in the previous paragraph
that Markov assumptions are sensible ways to reduce the dimensionality of the estimation prob-
lem. Additionally, given that the temporal correlation is probably not particularly important, it
makes sense to compromise a little on the amount of variableswe use to model it. For example,
makes sense to restrict the attention to models in which

∀i, t : cor(xi,t, xi,t−1|x−i) = ρ.

This reduces the number of parameters inΘ by pT − 1. Moreover, it may, in certain circum-
stances, be sensible to assume that the genomic network at each time-point is the same. This
reduces the number of parameters by(T − 1)p2.

2.3 Maximum Likelihood

The most simple model is the unconstrainedΘ with no penalty on the elementsθij on the
precision matrixΘ. The log-likelihood forµ andΘ = Σ−1 based on a random sampleX =
(X(1), . . . , X(n)) is

l(µ,Σ;X) ∼=
n

2
log |Θ| −

1

2

n
∑

i=1

(Xi − µ)T Θ (Xi − µ) (1)

up to a constant not depending onµ andΘ. Even ifS = 1
n

∑n
i=1(Xi − X̄)(Xi − X̄)T is of full

rank (only ifn > pT ), the matrixS−1 will not be ’sparse’. To achieve ’sparse’ graph structure
and to obtain a better estimator of the concentration matrix, we introduce anL1 penalty on the
likelihood, i.e. we want a minimizerΘ of

− log |Θ| + trace(ΣS) (2)

subject to
∑

i6=j

|θij | ≤ t,

over the set of positive definite matricesΘ. Heret ≥ 0 is a tuning parameter.
The constraint as formulated above does not penalize the diagonal ofΘ. We could also

choose not to penalize links that we know are there or time-dependencies which are so low-
dimensional that it is not worth penalizing.

3 Max Determinant optimization problem

The non-linearity of the objective function, the positive definiteness constraint and the struc-
tured correlation make the optimization problem non-trivial. We take advantage of the connec-
tion of the penalized likelihood and the the the max-determinant optimization problem (Vander-
berghe et al. 1996). We make use of the SDPT3 algorithm (Toh) to manage higher dimensional
problems. We consider the optimization problem:

min cTβ + log|Θ(β)| (3)

subject toΘ(β) ≥ 0
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F (β) ≥ 0

Lβ = b;

where the optimization variable is the vectorβ ∈ Rm. The functionsΘ : Rm → Rl×l and
F : Rm → Rn×n are affine:

Θ(β) = Θ0 + β1Θ1 + . . .+ βmΘm

F (β) = F0 + β1F1 + . . .+ βmFm,

whereΘi = ΘT andFi = F T
i . The inequality signs in (3) denote matrix inequalities,i.e.,

Θ(β) > 0 meanszT Θ(β)z ≥ 0 for all nonzeroz andF (β) ≥ 0 meanszTF (β)z ≥ 0 for all z.
We will refer to problem (3) as amaxdet problem.

Themaxdet problem is a convex optimization problem, i.e. the objective functioncTβ +
log|Θ(β)|, is convex(on {x : Θ(β) ≥ 0}, and the constraint set is convex. The current
version ofSDPT3, version 4.0, is designed to solve conic programming problems whose con-
straint cone is a product of semidefinite cones, second-order cones, nonnegative orthants and
Euclidean spaces; and whose objective function is the sum oflinear functions and log-barrier
terms associated with the constraint cones. This means thatit is possible to solve more gen-
eral problems thenmaxdet algorithm. The algorithm implemented in SDPT3 is an infeasible
primal-dual path-following algorithm, at each iteration,it first computes a predictor search di-
rection aimed at decreasing the duality gap as much as possible. After that, the algorithm
generates a Mehrotra-type corrector step with the intention of keeping the iterates close to the
central path. However, it does not impose any neighbourhoodrestrictions. Initial iterates need
not be feasible the algorithm tries to achieve feasibility and optimality of its iterates simultane-
ously. The algorithms can start with an infeasible startingpoint. However, the performance of
these algorithms is quite sensitive to the choice of the initial iterate so it is desirable to choose an
initial iterate that at least has the same order of magnitudeas an optimal solution of theSQLP .

4 Simulation Study

We consider a small simulation study withn = 10 replicates, whereby we samplep = 5
independent vertices with time-correlation acrossT = 2 time points. The true model forΘ,
therefore, is matrix with 2 identical5× 5 diagonal matrices on its diagonal and with 2 identical
5 × 5 diagonal matrices on its off-diagonal. The number of true parameters inΘ is therefore 2,
one for the diagonal term and one or the off-diagonal term. Wefit 5 different models. Three are
versions of the glasso model (Friedman et al. 2007): the default glasso considers the full10×10
matrix, glasso1 considers the 15 parameter model with a freediagonal and free off-diagonal,
and glasso2 considers the 35 parameter model with two free5 × 5 diagonal blocks and a off-
diagonal matrix with only entries on its diagonal. Furthermore, we consider 2 constrained
dynamic models: MaxDet3 has tree parameters, a diagonal, the off-diagonal entries of the
diagonal blocks and the diagonal of the off-diagonal blocks, and MaxDet400 considers a model
with 20 parameters, consisting of two identical, but free, matrices on the diagonal and an off-
diagonal matrix with a free diagonal and the rest zeroes.
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1 Introduction

The alignment problem for two unlabelled configurations of points involves finding a suitable
subset from each configuration such that one subset can be nearly superimposed on the another,
up to a rigid body transformation. Rangarajanet al. (1997) formulated the “Softassign” algo-
rithm to tackle this problem. In this paper we show that theiralgorithm can also be interpreted
as an EM algorithm. This alignment problem is also known as unlabelled shape analysis. Ap-
plications include matching points from different images and matching subsets of amino acids
in proteins from their 3-dimensional coordinates.

Consider two sets of points,X = (xj , j = 1, . . . , n) andµ = (µi, i = 1, . . . , m) in
Rd, d ≥ 1. A subset ofK points from each ofX andµ can be associated with one another
by using a “matching matrix”M , that is, a matrix of0s and1s such that there is at most one 1
in each column and in each row, and

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1mij = K. If K = m = n so thatM defines

a permutation of the indices1, . . . , n, and there are no unmatchedX or µ points, thenM is
called a “full matching matrix”. Also a matching matrix is called “soft” if its elements can take
continuous values in the interval[0, 1] and do not need to be integers.

WhenK < min(m,n) it is also useful to consider an “augmented” matching matrixof size
(m+ 1)× (n+ 1) where the zeroth row and column represent a “coffin bin” for the unmatched
points with the values satisfyingm00 = 0 and

m
∑

i=0

mij = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n,
n
∑

j=0

mij = 1 for i = 1, . . . , m. (1)

Let F denote the group of rigid body transformations. A typical element can be written as
f(x) = γ + Rx for x ∈ Rd, whereγ ∈ Rd is a translation vector andR is ad × d orthogonal
matrix. If θ denotes the parameters needed to specifyf , then there is a unique noninformative
improper priorπ(θ) onF . Under this prior there is a parameterization ofθ such thatπ(θ) ∝ 1
is constant.

The objective of the alignment problem is to find a value ofK ≤ min(m,n), a choicef ∈ F
and a matching matrixM so thatf(µi) ≈ xj whenevermij = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. For a
particular match betweenµi andxj with mij = 1, the quality of the fit can be measured by the
normal density

gij = gi(xj) = (2πσ2)−1/2 exp

{

−
1

2σ2
||xj − f(µi)||

2

}

. (2)

In this formulation,µi is regarded as fixed andxj is treated as coming from a normal distribution
centered atµi. We also writegij = gij(θ, σ

2). The varianceσ2 is treated as a fixed tuning
parameter here.

Hence the overall density of the dataX givenM andθ takes the form

L(X|M, θ) =
∏

ij

g
mij

ij , logL(X|M, θ) =
∑

ij

mij log gij . (3)
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Starting from the conditional log-likelihood (3), we can consider an objective function func-
tion

F (θ,M) =
m
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

mij ||xj − f(µi)||
2. (4)

IdeallyF should be minimized with respect to the transformation parametersθ and the integer-
valued matching matrixM subject to

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1mij = K, whereK is assumed known.

This problem is hard computationally, so Rangarajanet al. (1997) proposed a relaxation of
the integer constraints onM and effectively consider the following objective function,

Fα∗,β∗(θ, C) =
m
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

cij
(

||xj − f(µi)||
2 − α∗

)

+
1

β∗

m
∑

i=0

n
∑

j=0

cij log cij. (5)

The matrixC is a soft augmented matching matrix, with0 < cij < 1 for all i, j except for
c00 = 0. There are two tuning parameters in this objective function, α∗ > 0 andβ∗ > 0. Here
α∗ determines the number of matching points, and provides an alternative to specifyingK. A
smallα∗ corresponds to a large value ofK. The parameter2β∗ plays the role of1/σ2 in (2).
For largeβ∗ the values ofC become closer to being integer-valued.

Rangarajanet al. (1997) developed the “Softassign” algorithm to minimize (5). It consists of
of alternating steps of weighted Procrustes matching and iterative proportional fitting to ensure
that the matrixC is an augmented matching matrix. It is straightforward to confirm that the
solution remains unchanged if the roles ofX andµ are interchanged.

Tayloret al. (2003) and Kentet al. (2010a) described a mixture model forX by treatingM
as an unobserved latent variable. However, their approach does not treatX andµ in a symmetric
fashion, and the answer changes if the roles ofX andµ are interchanged.

The purpose of this paper is to develop an alternative mixture model for which the solution is
symmetric inX andµ. The resulting optimization algorithm turns out to be essentially identical
to the Softassign algorithm of Rangarajanet al. (1997) .

2 A multinomial model for M

For simplicity suppose thatK = m = n so that there is no need to augment the matching
matrices, and the indicesi andj range over the intervals1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Suppose the
unobserved full matching matrixM is uniformly distributed on the space of doubly stochastic
integer matrices, independent ofθ. Hence the prior forM takes the formL(M) = 1/n!, the
prior for θ is π(θ) = 1, and the conditional density for the data is given by (3).

Finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator forθ is computationally difficult under
this model forM . Hence we replace the exact model forM by a simpler sampling-with-
replacement model. To balance this relaxation in assumptions, the optimization problem is
constrained by requiring that the posterior expectationE(M |X) is n times a doubly stochastic
matrix:

(a) SupposeM contains the counts fromn independent multinomially distributed observa-
tions from MN(P ), whereP = pqT is a matrix of probabilities, where

∑

pi = 1 and
∑

qj = 1. The newly introduced parametersp andq have prior densities given below in
(8).

(b) Maximize the marginal density

L(X, θ, p, q) = {
∑

ij

exp(αi + βj)gij}
n (6)
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over (θ, p, q) subject to the constraint that the posterior expectationE(M |X, θ, p, q) is
doubly stochastic. The parameters{αi} and{βj} are defined in (7).

The introduction of a constraint on the parameters based on aposterior expectation seems un-
usual in Bayesian estimation.

Write p andq in the log-linear form

pi = exp(αi)/A,
∑

αi = 0, A =
∑

exp(αi),

qj = exp(βj)/B,
∑

βj = 0, B =
∑

exp(βj).
(7)

For technical reasons, it is helpful to suppose thatp andq come from an improper prior distri-
bution with density

π(p, q) ∝ (AB)n (8)

on the hyperplanes
∑

αi = 0 and
∑

βj = 0. This is a rather unusual prior. For example if
n = 2 andα1 = −α2 = α, thenA = 2 coshα, which blows up quickly as|α| → ∞. The
reason this singularity does not cause problems in the posterior for θ is because the posterior
expectation is constrained.

Then it is possible to formulate an EM algorithm to estimateθ. As a by-product an estimate
of the matching matrixE(M |X) is obtained. This methodology can also be extended to the
caseK < min(m,n) where there are unmatched points. See Kent, Mardia and Taylor (2010b)
for more details.

3 Comparison to RCB

(a) The Softassign algorithm is based on very different assumptions to the multinomial model
developed here, but the algorithm turns out to be identical to the EM algorithm. Rangara-
jan et al. (1997) show their algorithm is monotonic; in our case the same conclusion
follows from general properties of the EM algorithm.

(b) Rangarajanet al. (1997) include an option to allow the matched points in theX and
µ configurations to have different scalings. It is not yet clear whether there is an EM
interpretation for this ad hoc adjustment.

(c) Their algorithm has tuning parametersα∗ and1/(2β∗) which are analogous to, or can be
identified with our parametersK andσ2, respectively.

(d) Rangarajanet al. (1997) recommend annealing, i.e. lettingβ∗ slowly increase to∞ in
order to hardenE(M |X). Taylor et al. (2003) and Kentet al. (2010a) have treatedσ2

as a meaningful statistical parameter to be estimated, perhaps using external information,
and then using integer programming to harden a soft solutionfor M .
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“Numbers and reasons” — core elements of
numerical inference techniques today, with

implications for the rhetoric of LASR presentations

Fred L. Bookstein

University of Vienna and University of Washington

If the overall rubric of this year’s LASR is “high-throughput sequencing, proteins, and statis-
tics,” then this talk falls squarely under the “and statistics” prong. Yet as some of you already
know, I have long been dubious about that word “and” in our banner. I fear that over the course
of our excursions into bioinformatics the essence of reasoning from quantifications, as it co-
alesced over a dozen decades of progress in the natural sciences, has seriously deteriorated.
Our field has drifted steadily farther and farther from its intellectual roots in the rhetoric of the
sciences of natural explanation, roots too infrequently acknowledged.

Of late this unease of mine has been one stimulus driving the drafting of a textbook for
the undergraduate course “Numbers and Reasons” that I have been teaching for a while, first
at the University of Michigan, later at the University of Vienna, and now at the University
of Washington. To buttress the book I have assembled a range of dicta and a roster of good
canonical examples of inference from numerical evidence across the natural and social sciences.
There is a surprising disharmony between the language and rhetoric of these indubitably useful
inferences and the language and rhetoric that we generally teach our students to emulate. This
talk, sampling from the themes of the book manuscript, sketches some of the main themes of
numerical inference as they apply in its most successful andwidely disseminated examples. My
intention is to provoke you into a reconsideration of what statistical forms of reasoning have to
offer the intellectual natural scientist here in 2010, evenas bioinformatic or proteomic pattern
analyses per se seem to go forward betterin silico.

The central conceit upon which the textbook’s argument turns is the iteration of several
dogmas. Here I introduce them all at once,en bloc:

Dogma 1. The ITT. “It has been called the interocular traumatic test; you knowwhat the
data mean when the conclusion hits you between the eyes.” — W.Edwards, H. Lindman, & L.
J. Savage, 1963.

Dogma 2.Abduction.“The first starting of a hypothesis and the entertaining of it, whether as
a simple interrogation or with any degree of confidence, is aninferential step which I propose to
call abduction. I call all such inference by the peculiar name,abduction,because its legitimacy
depends upon altogether different principles from those ofother kinds of inference. The form
of inference is this: The surprising fact, C, is observed; but if A were true, C would be a matter
of course; hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.” —C. S. Peirce, 1903.

Dogma 3. Passion.“Science, no less than theology or philosophy, is the field for personal
influence, for the creation of enthusiasm, and for the establishment of ideals of self-discipline
and self-development. No man becomes great in science from the mere force of intellect, un-
guided and unaccompanied by what really amounts to moral force. Behind the intellectual
capacity there is the devotion to truth, the deep sympathy with nature, and the determination to
sacrifice all minor matters to one great end.” —Karl Pearson,1906.

Dogma 4. Science is cognitive, not empirical.“The route from theory or law to measure-
ment can almost never be travelled backwards. Numbers gathered without some knowledge of
the regularity to be expected almost never speak for themselves. Almost certainly they remain
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just numbers.” —Thomas Kuhn, 1961.

Dogma 5. Unreasonable effectiveness.“The enormous usefulness of mathematics in the
natural sciences is something bordering on the mysterious,and there is no rational explanation
for it. ... It is not at all natural that ‘laws of nature’ exist, much less that man is able to discover
them. ... The miracle of the appropriateness of mathematicsfor the formulation of the laws of
physics is a wonderful gift which we neither understand nor deserve.” —Eugene Wigner, 1960.

Dogma 6. Consilience.“Trust in consilience is the foundation of the natural sciences.” —
E. O. Wilson, 1998. [Consilience means the agreement of inferences arising from different sets
of systematic observations. In a numerical context, it becomes the equality of estimates of the
same quantity from different experiments.]

These principles can often be woven directly into the narratives we use to convince stu-
dents of the importance of numbers and measurements throughout the modern sciences. The
Fourth Assessment Report (2007) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
for instance, rests its main assertion about anthropogenicity of observed global warming upon
an interoptical trauma test involving one figure, which appears as Figure TS.23 on page 62 of
the 2007 publication and also as Figure 9.5 on page 684 (whereit is accompanied by a great
deal more detail). Certainly it “hits you between the eyes” (Dogma 1) that the outputs of the
models with anthropogenic inputs separate cleanly from theoutputs of models without those
inputs over the last few decades of data and (Dogma 2) that themeasurements align only with
the former. The trust in models, in turn, illustrates dogmas5 and 6, the fundamental trustworthi-
ness of mathematical models in the natural sciences and the expectation that measurements at
one level (say, temperature at a point) must be consistent with the partial differential equations
relating such measurements over the entire planet. The objections to this report, if you will let
me overgeneralize for a moment, arise mainly in connection with Dogma 3 — the “passion” for
explanation is easily twisted into an accusation of bias by political opponents of the policy im-
plications of findings like these — while Dogma 4 is implicit in the reliance on the differential
equations, the paths to explanation, rather than the raw temperatures, the “mere measurements.”
You cannot forecast global warming adequately by extrapolation; you must proceed via the
equations, which is to say, understanding.

Turning to concerns more directly apposite to this conference of ours, let us closely inspect
the founding document of all of bioinformatics, the 1953 paper by James Watson and Francis
Crick announcing the “double helix.” In a paper barely one page long, about 900 words, as
expanded to book length by Watson in his best-selling memoirThe Double Helixof 1968, we
note all of the following: (1) the essence of the discovery inan instant, the shape matching of
the two versions of paired bases, (2) the further matching todirect measurements from Ros-
alind Franklin’s diffraction image, (3) the fit of Watson’s physical model to the atomic spacing
standards in Linus Pauling’s textbook, and (4) the rationalization of the previously mysterious
“Chargaff’s rules” for the equality of the counts of A and T and of G and C. None of these
inferences appear to be “statistical” at all. The statistics are hidden in the physics of diffraction
images and their photography, atomic spacing data and theiruncertainties, and the like.

How do our dogmas apply here? The first, the ITT, is explicit inthe standard diagram of the
matching shape of the A-T and G-C base pairs. Watson says thathe “suddenly became aware”
of this, whereupon the whole scheme fell into place immediately. The second, abduction, ap-
pears twice, once accounting for Chargaff’s rules and a second time in the successful modeling
of the measureable parameters of Franklin’s image. The third, passion, runs like a leitmotif
through Watson’s recounting of his time with Crick — back in that golden age, it was the desire
to get at the truth that drove biologists like these two. Dogma 4, on the limited role of raw em-
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piricism, was illustrated inadvertently by Chargaff’s ownwork: he reported that the counts of
A and T were approximately equal when, in fact, they must beexactlyequal. Chargaff so badly
misunderstood the salience of his own measurements that to his death (only a few years ago) he
insisted he had been cheated out of his part of that Nobel Prize. Dogma 5, on the effectiveness
of mathematics, underlies the interpretation of instrumental data at every step: the mathematics
of the Fourier domain accounts for the diffraction images, for example, and the simple mathe-
matics of multiplication allowed Crick to check atomic spacings on the model with the aid of a
slide rule. Finally, Dogma 6 (consilience) is ubiquitous: measurements of the same system at
different levels of analysismustresult in the same numerical inferences. The DNA molecule
must obey the laws of physics, of solutes, of diffraction, and of information theory, all at the
same time; there is noélan vital.

Still in the domain of molecules (and likewise of Nobel Prizes) we can inspect Jean Perrin’s
demonstration that atoms exist. Perrin’s bookLes Atomesof 1911 (English,Atoms,1923, still
in print), was one great abduction based on the approximate equality of fourteen fundamen-
tally different experimental estimates of Avogadro’s number (the number of hydrogen atoms in
one gram of the gas). In a hundred pages of précis of exquisiteexperiments involving micro-
scropes, telescopes, and a huge range of detectors in-between, Perrin showed (1) that Einstein’s
model of Brownian motion fits both translational and rotational modes for “molecules” that
are large enough to see as individuals in an image, (2) that the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
(velocities distributed as a spherical Gaussian) is approximately correct as a model for those dis-
placements, and (3) that either of these models is consistent with the partial-pressure model that
had accounted for rarefaction of the atmosphere with heightfor more than 100 years. (As the
Gaussian distribution arises ultimately from Stirling’s approximation to the factorial function,
furthermore, one can claim that all of these findings rest ultimately on large-scale properties of
the integers.) All of the dogmas apply to deconstructing Perrin’s work just as to the IPCC’s or to
Watson and Crick’s. Regarding Dogma 3, “passion,” for instance, Perrin writes, in the reserved
tone of the stereotypical natural scientist, that “it was with the liveliest emotion” that he checked
his estimate of Avogadro’s number from the microscope with the one derived from measure-
ments of viscosity, and, much later, that “our wonder is aroused” at the agreement of all fourteen
of these variegated experiment-based calculations. Only his hypothesis, the existence of atoms,
survives the challenge of all these data (Dogma 2, abduction). The mathematical foundations
of all this (Dogma 5), from the Gaussian distribution itselfon forward, are pervasive, as is the
fundamental trust that measurements of a little ball visible in a microscope must be consilient
(Dogma 6) with the quantitative properties of atoms a hundred million times smaller than that.
Perrin’s demonstration, one of the great triumphs of statistical science, deserves to be far more
widely appreciated today than it actually is.

The standard theme of statistical inference, at least in itsvulgar sense of null-hypothesis
testing, is startlingly absent from these stories. Kuhn puts it well in a wisecrack early in his
1961 article about the role of measurement in the physical sciences when he notes that in the
textbooks, no theory is considered to be tested by any test that it has not already passed. In
textbooks the quantitative hypothesis under study is factually true: it fits the data. The true
theory becomes the null hypothesis, and so, naturally, it stands unrefuted: the significance test
turns into a goodness-of-fit test instead, to be carried out in a particularly demanding way, via
explicit inspection of noise distributions in a skeptical frame of mind. In place ofp-values there
is an unusual concentration on crucial details of measurement — where suites of variables come
from, how calibration of machines can maximize their reproducibility — that are almost always
overlooked in textbooks of statistical method. The exceptions to this generalization, such as the
1989 book by Harald Martens and Tormod Næs on multivariate analysis of mass spectrograms
or (I note modestly) my 1991 book on the biomathematical foundations of morphometrics, are
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rare but, when successful, prove to be citation classics partly by reason of that rarity.
But they all share one central rhetorical concern: consilience (Dogma 6), the convergence

of evidence from multiple sources. Now consilience requires a relatively deep understanding
of the way that such multiple sources relate to a common hypothesis. To have a reasonable
chance of making sense in these domains we must take real (physical, biophysical) models of
system behavior (the organism on its own, and the organism ininteraction with our instruments)
as seriously as we typically take abstract (statistical) models of noise or empirical covariance
structure. Serious frustrations and paradoxes can easily arise in this connection. Over in the
psychological sciences, Paul Meehl once wisecracked that most pairs of variables are correlated
at the so-called “crud factor” level of±0.25 or so. It is this correlation, not a correlation of
zero, that represents an appropriate null hypothesis in these sciences. Closer to home, in my
own application domain of morphometrics, landmark shape distributions are never spherical in
shape space. The broken symmetries are properly taken not asalgebraic defects in our formulas,
but as biological aspects of the real world; they are signal rather than lack of fit. A few years
ago Kanti Mardia, John Kent and I published a quite differentmodel for a-priori ignorance in
morphometrics, an intrinsic random field model in which noise is self-similar at every scale. I
am still awaiting news that somebody has tried to fit their data tothat.

That word “consilience” was originally William Whewell’s.He introduced it in 1840 by ref-
erence to the way that approaches to the same scientific nexusby different instruments or prin-
ciples often resulted in consistent inferences as to cause or mechanism. The term fell into disuse
but was resurrected by the biologist E. O. Wilson in his 1998 book of the same name. Wilson
uses the word to refer to the convergence of lines of argumentfrom the diverse subdisciplines
of the biomedical sciencessensu lato, including the cognitive sciences as well (particularly the
cognitive processes of the scientist herself). In our bioinformatic context, the requirement is of
the convergence of arguments at differentlevelsof biological explanation, from the molecular
right up through the ecological. It is not enough that patterns be found that relate the multiple
levels, like Bowman’s fine examples (recently presented at these meetings) of covariance pat-
terns relating SNP’s, clinical symptoms, and drug effects.It is required also that we be able to
account for these patterns quantitatively, by properties of the biological systems that these drugs
(for instance) are designed to alter.

More generally, to the consilience-attuned mind, the values of biological coefficients, such
as physiological rate constants, need to beparametricallyexplicable by data deriving from in-
strumentation at other levels. The models of systems biology are composed of differential
equations (partial differential equations, if we’re lucky). Claims that an intervention (such as a
drug) can be expected to affect lumped observations upon such a system must involve the coeffi-
cients in those equations and the differential dynamics of their stable cycles. This is the domain
of perturbation analysis and bifurcation analysis, not pattern analysis; it requires the measured
values of biophysical constants, not estimated statistical quantities. Models of the effects of
interventions on organisms must be system-theoretic, not statistical. Yet, perversely, we often
systematicallyremoveparametric information from our measured data, reducing microarrays to
binary values, for example. The reason may be that we just cannot model the data as measured;
but that is a simple confession of failure of the bioinformatic enterprise as biology. Inasmuch
as the true reduced models are actually statistical-mechanical, based on continuous physical
variables, no data transformation could possibly be more inopposition to appropriate principles
of grounded numerical inference in this domain (systems biology) than that dichotomization.
It is meretricious to promise applications in “drug design”in the absence of any method for
optimizing the information content of a drug for an ongoing (living) organismal design.

Thus those six dogmas do not merely describe one critical approach to the rhetoric of statis-
tical science per se; they also describe the ways in which that science can function to critique
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the disciplinary rhetoric of the neighbors who supply its data or its justifications. All of the
dogmas are strikingly absent from the majority of our LASR presentations — theS of LASR
is being systematically suppressed. We must not depend for the justification of our investments
of time on the fond hopes of our colleagues — we must rely on actual rules of method as statis-
tical scientists teach them to other statistical scientists. Our work as statistical scientists needs
to have solid intellectual merit in its rhetoric consideredentirely on its own.

I challenge you, old friends and new colleagues, to try and find the six themes in the work
that you are bringing to these LASR meetings, and, if you cannot find them, to consider whether
that work truly comes under the heading of statistical science at all. It is necessary to find hy-
potheses that fit the data sets, and noise models that match prior knowledge of the instruments
that helped us gather those data; and it is obligatory to showthat no other explanations fit the
data as well as our preferred mechanisms or causal narratives. Computations not in keeping with
these desiderata are just that — mere computations, withoutpassion, without insight, without
real implications for human problems or human freedom. Goodstatistical science ought to
touch on the dogmas — and not just one per paper, but more than one, wherever feasible. If I
had more of your time than just today’s presentation — enoughtime to go over 450 manuscript
pages of further examples with you — I might be able to convince you that all the finest exam-
ples of numerical inference across the natural sciences align with all six of these principles. If
most are missing most of the time from the work we report at LASR, as I believe they are, the
loss of gravitas — of intellectual weight — is our loss as well.

Acknowledgements. I am grateful to LASR for permitting me to mount its podium for
an argument as iconoclastic as this. I have learned much fromearlier conversations on these
themes with Harald Martens, Norwegian University of Technology, and with Joseph Felsen-
stein, University of Washington. I am particularly grateful to another LASR regular, Clive
Bowman, for years of discussions about the proper role of philosophy of science and philos-
ophy of information in everything we statisticians do, frompharmacogenomics right across to
fetal alcohol disorders. Parts of the argument here were presented to the conference “Measur-
ing Biology” at the Konrad Lorenz Institute for Evolution and Cognition Research, Altenberg,
Austria, September 2008, and have been previously published in volume 4 (2009) of the journal
Biological Theory.The bookNumbers and ReasonsI mentioned in the second paragraph is cur-
rently under review by Cambridge University Press; if perchance you are among the reviewers
of its current state, please be kind.
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Geodesic and parallel models for leaf shape

Stephan F. Huckemann∗ and Thomas Hotz

Institute for Mathematical Stochastics, Georg-August Universität Göttingen

1 Introduction

Since more than a decade, many models for the evolution of shape under biological growth
have been developed employing classical statistical methodology to tangent space projections
of shape data calledProcrustes residuals. Among them, are thegeodesic hypothesisstating that

biological growth evolves mainly along a geodesic in Kendall’s shape spaces,

by (Le and Kume(2000)) and theparallel hypothesisby (Morris et al.(2000)Morris, Kent, Mar-
dia, and Aykroyd) stating that Procrustes residuals of similar biological entities follow curves
parallel in a Euclidean geometry of the tangent space. In order to relate to the geodesic hy-
pothesis, we consider here only curves that are images of geodesics. In collaboration with the
Institute for Forest Biometry and Informatics at the University of Göttingen we consider in this
study leaf shape data during a growing period collected non-destructively from two clones and
a reference tree of black Canadian poplars at an experimental site, cf. Figure 1. The question
investigated is:

exploiting the geodesic and parallel hypotheses, how do genes affect leaf shape
growth on trees? can it be modelled by two shape parameters, offset and direction?

The answer is no, if Procrustes residuals are used. In particular the geodesic hypothesis has
to be rejected for leaf shape growth of clones as well as the parallel hypothesis for leaf shape
growth of clones versus a reference tree. Introducing curvature and more refined tests, however,
both hypotheses can be accepted allowing for simple geodesic and parallel growth models.

Figure 1: Columns 1–3: young leaves (top row), old leaves (bottom row) of clone 1 (column 1), clone 2
(column 2) and a reference tree (column 3). Column 4: contours non-destructively extracted during
growth (top) and a quadrangular configuration (bottom) withlandmarks at petiole, tip and largest or-
thogonal extensions defining a shape in Kendall’s shape space Σ4

2.
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2 Tests for Shape Dynamics

For every leaf considered afirst geodesic principal component(GPC – a generalization to man-
ifolds of a first principal component direction) is computedeither from its first two shapes (then
the GPC is just the geodesic connecting the two) or from the rest of the shapes over a growing
period (for an algorithm, see (Huckemann and Hotz(2009))).All of the following procedures
produce data of two groups in a Euclidean space. The corresponding test then tests for a com-
mon mean via the classical HotellingT 2-test. It is well known that the corresponding statistic
is robust to some extend under nonnormality, one condition being finite higher order moments,
a condition clearly met on a compact space. There is also asymptotic robustness under unequal
covariances if the ratio of sample sizes tends to 1, e.g. (Lehmann(1997), p. 462).

Tests for common means.Following the classical scheme (e.g. (Dryden and Mardia(1998),
Chapter 7)), all shapes of the two groups considered are projected to the tangent space of their
overall Procrustes mean giving Procrustes residuals with the null hypothesis,

Procrustes residuals of shape growth for every leaf have thesame Euclidean mean.

Tests for common directions.Following (Morris et al.(2000)Morris, Kent, Mardia, and Aykroyd),
compute the Euclidean first principal component (PC) unit vector of each set of Procrustes
residuals corresponding to the shapes of a single leaf’s evolution pointing into the direction of
growth. The residual tangent space coordinates of these directions at their common residual
mean closer to the data are projected orthogonally to the Euclidean space of suitable dimension.
The null hypothesis is then,

Procrustes residuals of shape growth for every leaf share the same first PC.

Even for common mean static shape, the null hypothesis is affected by curvature, cf. Figure 2.

Figure 2: Tangent space of the two-dimensionalΣ3
2

(obtained fromΣ4
2 by leaving out one landmark) un-

der the inverse Riemann exponential at the intrinsic
mean corresponding to the extent of the overall data
(clones 1 + 2 and reference tree). The left top vector
is the affine parallel transport of the bottom vector
in the Euclidean tangent space, the right top vector
is its intrinsic parallel transplant along a geodesic
(dashed).

The geodesic test.Every first GPC computed above determines a unique element inthe space
of unit speed geodesics of Kendall’s space of planar shapes.Using the embedding of the space
of pre-geodesicsOH

2 (2, 3) into C3 × C3 as detailed in (Huckemann(2010)), these elements are
orthogonally projected to the tangent space of the two group’s Ziezold mean thus giving data in
a Euclidean space. The corresponding null hypothesis is then

the temporal evolution of shape for every group follows a common geodesic.
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The test for common geodesics relies on a central limit theorem derived in (Huckemann(2010)).

The test for parallelity. On a two-sphere, any two different geodesics intersect but also pass
parallel through the equator with respect to the intersection points. In general, parallel transport
is not transitive for non flat spaces. Hence, the parallel hypothesis has no global version. Still,
one may aim atlocal concepts of parallelity depending on specific offsets, however.

Definition. Call n oriented geodesic segmentsparallel at offsetsx1, . . . , xn with respect to an-
other offsetx0, if the parallel transplants to the tangent space ofx0 of their unit speed directions
v1, . . . , vn in the tangent spaces atx1, . . . , xn, respectively, are uniquely defined and identical.

Here is a computationally simple null hypothesis,

all geodesic segments are parallel at their point nearest tothe intrinsic mean over
all intrinsic means with respect to that overall intrinsic mean,

the version of theparallel hypothesisfor the following. For the parallel transplants of the
corresponding individual GPC’s directions at the individual means which lie on a unit sphere
around the origin of the tangent space at the overall intrinsic mean, residual tangent space
coordinates as in the test for common directions can be chosen.

3 Data Analysis, Geodesic and Parallel Model

All of the above tests were applied to compare the initial leaf growth on one tree with the
later leaf growth on a tree with different genes, see Table 1.Initial and subsequent leaf growth

dataset 1 dataset 2 geodesics parallelity directions means
Comparison for different genes

clone 1 young (21) reference young (12) 0.001∗∗ 0.463 0.649 < 0. 001**

clone 2 young (11) reference young (12) 0.004∗∗ 0.492 0.789 0.002∗∗

clone 1 young (21) reference old (9) 0.007∗∗ 0.729 0.008∗∗ < 0. 001**

clone 2 young (11) reference old (9) 0.026∗ 0.663 0.023∗ < 0. 001**

clone 1 old (20) reference young (12)< 0. 001** 0.185 0.001∗∗ < 0. 001**

clone 2 old (11) reference young (12) 0.009∗∗ 0.013∗ 0.014∗ 0.005∗∗

clone 1 old (20) reference old (9) 0.087 0.529 0.023∗ 0.001∗∗

clone 2 old (11) reference old (9) 0.021∗ 0.178 0.018∗ 0.007∗∗

Comparison with identical genes
clone 1 young (21) clone 2 old (11) 0.753 0.035∗ < 0. 001** < 0. 001**

clone 1 young (21) clone 2 young (11) 0.973 0.693 0.824 0.715
clone 2 young (11) clone 1 old (20) 0.066 0.026∗ 0.002∗∗ < 0. 001**

clone 1 old (20) clone 2 old (11) 0.171 0.078 0.210 0.713
Comparison with random samples

clone 1 young (21) one-day sample (13) 0.025∗ < 0. 001** 0.530 < 0. 001**

clone 2 young (11) one-day sample (13) 0.079 0.011∗ 0.573 < 0. 001**

reference 1 young (12) one-day sample (13)< 0. 001** < 0. 001** 0.310 < 0. 001**

clone 1 old (20) one-day sample (13) 0.002∗∗ < 0. 001** 0.029∗ < 0. 001**

clone 2 old (11) one-day sample (13)< 0. 001** < 0. 001** 0.060 < 0. 001**

reference 1 old (9) one-day sample (13) 0.006∗∗ 0.006∗∗ 0.133 < 0. 001**

Table 1:p-values for several tests for the discrimination of clones from the reference tree via leaf growth
(“young” denotes the dataset comprising of the first initialtwo observations and “old” the dataset
comprising the remaining observations). The sample size (number of different leaves followed over their
growing period) of the corresponding data set is reported inparentheses.
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on trees with the same gene material provided negative controls for the geodesic hypothesis.
To obtain positive controls also for the parallel hypothesis indicating the tests’ discrimantive
power, leaves from a poplar tree, genetically different from the clones and the references tree,
were collected during one day (no growth) and randomly assigned to 13 samples (each used in
the test like showing a leaf being followed over time). From these results, even when taking
Bonferroni adjustments for multiple testing into account,we conclude the following:

(a) Clone and reference tree can be discriminated by partialobservations of leaf shape growth
not necessarily covering the same interval of the growing period via the test for common
geodesics. This is not possible via a test for common means (due to temporal change of
shape) or common directions (due to curvature).

(b) Only the geodesic test is appropriate for and validates the geodesic hypothesis.

(c) The test for common directions is unsuitable to investigate the parallel hypothesis. Using
the test for parallelity, parallel leaf shape growth is not rejected for genetically different
trees.

(d) To identify typical leaf shape growth, two initial observations per leaf suffice.

This gives rise to thegeodesic modelfor the shape of a typical leaf of treei at timet:

[zi(t)] = [xi cos(fi(t)) + vi sin(fi(t)) + ǫi(t)]

with unit vectorsvi horizontal at pre-shapesxi, functionsfi relating time to size and isotropic
error ǫi(t) with zero mean and finite variance. With a common unit vectorv horizontal at a
common pre-shapez and the horizontal lift of the shape space’s parallel transport θz,xi

from
the horizontal space atz to the horizontal space atxi (cf. (Huckemann et al.(2010)Huckemann,
Hotz, and Munk)), the geodesic model turns into theparallel modelupon settingvi = θz,xi

(v).
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Tableau representation of protein folding patterns

Arthur M. Lesk

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Pennsylvania State University

What is the essence of a protein folding pattern? What is shared by different proteins re-
lated by evolution is a common set of secondary structures, and their patterns of packing. We
therefore characterise protein folding patterns by the sets of secondary structures that are in
contact, and by the geometry of their relative orientation.Because evolution can produce shifts
and rotations in interacting helices and sheets, we describe the relative orientations by ranges of
angles.

In this way we produce a discrete representation of any protein folding pattern, as a tableau
or matrix, the rows and columns of which are indexed by the elements of secondary structure
in order of appearance in the amino-acid sequence; and the elements of which are blank if
the secondary structure elements are not incontact, or encode the relative orientation if the
secondary structure elements are in contact.

Applications of the tableaux include: (1) fast structure lookup, (2) study of the relationship
between local and global structure, and (3) the possibilityof writing down a complete set of
possible protein folding patterns.
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Trying to use sums to answer scientific questions
raised by Rothamsted’s research - some solved,

some waiting for a solution.

Paul Verrier

Centre for Mathematical and Computational Biology
Department of Biomathematics and Bioinformatics

Rothamsted Research

The main thrust of the scientific programme at Rothamsted Research covers a number of
broad areas ranging from soil structure and content as a growing medium, through plant ge-
netic function, to plant and insect pathogens and host pathogen interactions. In support of this
science, the institute has deployed statisticians, computer scientists and more recently bioin-
formaticians who collaborate with the biologists, chemists, entomologists and soils scientists
(amongst others) to develop appropriate mathematical and computational techniques to fur-
ther the primary scientific goals of the institute. Thus, working in the Rothamsted environment
brings a variety of interesting problems to solve for the mathematician and the bioinformatician.

In this talk, I will present a few examples of the problems andtheir solutions, along with
some problems which need better solutions. The purpose of the talk is to illustrate real problems
that have emerged over the years. The talk will include (a) a modelling aphid populations,
(b) finding nucleosomal positions with the whole genome, (c)modelling biological pathway
networks and (d) trying to find relationships between transcriptionally active proteins.
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Genetic evidence-of-no-interest, pathway Sudoku
and platelet function

Clive E Bowman∗ & Chris I Jones
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Abstract

A novel unsupervised method using a notional reference group of ’no interest’ generated
by the data itself is used in the simultaneous eigen analysisof the dependence and inter-
dependence of five (normalised) platelet function measureson the carriage of 1436 SNPs
covering 118 genes. No genetic model is posed and empirical Bayes estimates are deployed
to ensure conservatism. Genetic determinants of modest dimensionality are found by on-
tology algebra over a factorially designed multi-block ligand challenge experiment. SNP
aggregation for PLS path modelling is discussed in the lightof gene sub-structure results.
Keywords: biomarker, bloodomics, divergences, gedanken referencegroup, quadratic dis-
criminant, SVD

INTRODUCTION. Individualised divergences (Bowman and Delrieu(2009c))(Charalambous
et al.(2008))(Delrieu and Bowman(2006)) are a transformation from data space to an addi-
tive information space that an instance of a measured variate gives to the research question
of interest. They require a reference comparator group appropriate to the contrast instanti-
ated by that question and have been usefully deployed in genetic case-control analysis (Al-
firevic et al.(2009))(Bowman and Delrieu(2009a))(Bowman and Delrieu(2009b))(Delrieu et
al.(2005))(Pirmohamed et al.(2007)). Also of interest is to see if biomarker carriage is asso-
ciated with measured phenotypic outcomes in asinglesample of individuals. Here, given that
’a signal of no interest’ is thelack of association, marginal divergences can be posed versus a
notional ’null’ reference group in an unsupervised ’gedanken’ analysis. Interdependencies of
such (i.e. evidences formed by the measured outcomes ’projected’ onto each marker (Bow-
man et al.(2006))) can be explored within a physiological functional measure (and between
functional measures by column-wise ’block’ concatenation) using eigen analysis in the platelet
physiology example herein. Diminishing variance latent factors in the information space triage
the importance of the carriage of any correlated biomarker sets within and between phenotypic
measures. These supersets can be parsimoniously displayedtopologically. The approach is
summarised in Table 1.

MATERIAL Data (8/6/09) from the Bloodomics Consortium (Jones et al.(2009)) of blood
donor individuals 1 to 512 by 1554 SNP genotypes (snp1-snp1554), four normalised platelet
functional measures [f1: P-selectin expression in response to ADP;f2: P-selectin expression in
response to CRP;f3: Fibrinogen binding in response to ADP; and,f4: Fibrinogen binding in
response to CRP] and platelet size was used. A physiologicalscheme of their factorial inter-
relations according to current thinking is shown in Figure 3. Genotypes were coded as 1=ma-
jor homozygous, 2=heterozygous, 3=minor homozygous. Monomorphic SNPs were removed
yielding 1436 SNPs. Subjects with excessive missing values(mvs) - those poorly genotyped
- were removed yielding 497 subjects (i.e. assuming that mvswere due to poor DNA qual-
ity randomly over the subjects ascertained). Ignoring mvs,317 SNP assays in this final data
set had only two genotype states (1 or 2) i.e. they had no instance of the minor homozygous
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Item Traditional approachesMethod herein
Evidential measure Quant. trend analysis, Evidence ofanydeparture from ’no interest’

genetic model fitχ2

Basis metric p-value Observed divergence orlbf
Feature of interest Single SNP locus Self-correlated set(s) of SNPs
Pattern engine Tabulation SVD*
Summary Venn diagram Ontology algebra (Sudoku)

Table 1: Epistemological comparison of the method herein to traditional approaches. * = Not dimensional re-

ductionper se, rather ’Features of interest’ are taken to be the orthogonal (mutually independent) hidden or latent

factors which define data driven ontologies or ’pathways’ ofloci that are important in explaining the covariation

of the functional outcomes with genotype. The sign of components is arbitrary - only the relative signs and sizes

of loadings have a meaning in this analysis.

genotype - this was due to low minor allele frequency (all data had already been Hardy Wein-
berg checked). There were no mvs for the four functional assays nor for platelet size. 225
SNP assays had some missing values in the final data set⇒ total number of mvs in the final
data set of 1852 i.e. 0.26% of total data collected or 1.28 mvsper SNP locus. Of SNP loci
with missing genotypes, the range of mvs was 1-94 (mean 1.64). Any missing genotype values
in the resultant 497 subjects by 1436 SNPs were assumed to be ’missing completely at ran-
dom’. Platelet size was normalised by removing the overall mean (9.866901) and dividing by

Figure 1: Typical result of eigen analysis of the correlation matrix of lbf s - here 118 genes for functional measure

1 (P-selectin expression in response to ADP). Right - left axis has arbitrary sign.Left to Right:Scree plot showing

predominant importance of first two components; Loadings plots - note spherical dependencies; Score plots -

note outliers and quadratic discriminant form; Histogram of abs(1st principal component loadings); Fitted kernel

density - note group to right of important features in divergence space. This correlated set represent the most

important data-driven gene determinants in platelet function space.

the overall sd (1.162769) and denoted the fifth (normalised)functional measure. Gender was
ignored. It is expected that each platelet functional response will be polygenically regulated
and that in turn each genetic determinant will also have pleiotropic effects across the functional
measures.A priori, the platelet functional outcomes had comparable assays, all are equally
important and no extra weighting was used. DIVERGENCES METHOD: A quadratic method that
looks for any shapeslope change or any change inspreadwith genotype (independent of the
actualgenetic model present) was used. For each (normalised) functional measure (fi i=1...5)
and each SNP (k of 1436) the simple ’within genotype group’ (j=1, 2, 3, mv) unbiased sample
mean and variance over subjects was calculated yielding 5 x 4x 1436 tuples[mfi,j,k, s

2
fi,j,k

].
The tuples for the mv group were discarded yielding 5 x 3 x 1436tuples. The ’over all subjects’
unbiased sample mean and variance for each (normalised) functional measure (fi i=1...5) and
each SNP (k of 1436) was calculated yielding 5 x 1436 tuples[µ = mfi,5,k, σ

2 = s2
fi,5,k]. This
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represents a ’probe of no interest’ (clearly uniform over the k SNP space) - an uninteresting
’ideal’ or an unimportant notional ’gedanken’ reference group that retains the overall location
of dependencies between the measures. Note, in no case wass2

fi,5,k = 0. Numbers of subjects
were similarly counted to yield 5 x 4 x 1436 values ofnfi,j,k and 5 x 1436 values of estimates
nfi,5,k=497 (throughout). Note that mv is retained as a group here. The ’over all subjects’
unbiased sampleµ andσ2 estimates were used empirically as a data-derived conjugate prior
distribution to yield Bayesian posterior ’within genotypegroup’ estimates. If the data and prior
were normally distributed and the variance was known, the (normal) Bayesian posterior mode
for µ is

µ̂ = (
mfi,5,k

s2
fi,5,k

+
nfi,j,k.mfi,j,k

s2
fi,j,k

)/(
1

s2
fi,5,k

+
nfi,j,k

s2
fi,j,k

)

If s2
fi,j,k

= 0 then µ̂ was set tomfi,j,k conservatively. If the data was normally distributed,
the mean was known, and the prior was a scaled inverse chi-squared distribution (i.e. say
SICS(x; 496, s2

fi,5,k) here); then the (scaled inverse chi-squared) Bayesian posterior mode for
σ2 is

σ̂2 =
ν.θ

ν + 2

whereν = 496 + nfi,j,k and

θ =
496.s2

fi,5,k + (nfi,j,k − 1).s2
fi,j,k

496 + nfi,j,k

Using these ’smoothers’, the ’within SNP genotype group’ signal must overwhelm the ’over
all subjects’ notional signal (for each functional measure) in order to be regarded as distinct.
This yields 5 x 3 x 1436 maximuma posteriori[µ̂fi,j,k, σ̂

2
fi,j,k

] tuples. The observed individu-
alised (x of 497) log likelihood ratio (lbffi,j,k|x) value for each individual, genotype group and
(normalised) functional measure was calculated as per (Bowman et al.(2006)):

ln(σ̂2
fi,j,k

) +
(fi|x− µ̂fi,j,k)

2

σ̂2
fi,j,k

− ln(s2
fi,5,k) −

(fi|x−mfi,5,k)
2

s2
fi,5,k

where |x means given that individual’s value of their functional measurefi. This measures
the observeddirecteddifference that individual instance gives to the distinction between the
likelihood space of assuming the three genotype groups and that of assuming the gedanken
reference. Any individualised evidence (lbffi,4,k|x) for any missing genotype value (of the small
number remaining) was estimated by the weighted evidence across the three genotype groups
evaluated for that individual’s functional measurefi value (and the kth SNP) as:

nfi,1,k.lbffi,1,k|x + nfi,2,k.lbffi,2,k|x + nfi,3,k.lbffi,3,k|x

497 − nfi,4,k

if three genotype groups were present. Or:

nfi,1,k.lbffi,1,k|x + nfi,2,k.lbffi,2,k|x

497 − nfi,4,k

if only two genotypes were present for the kth SNP. Finally the 497 x 1436 SNP dataD was
replaced element-wise by its corresponding evidence valuelbffi,j,k|x j=1...4 for the ith func-
tional measure separately (thus retaining the SNP co-occurrence structure of the data). For the
evidence value of each functional measure, the 1436 x 1436 correlation matrix (=MSCSSCP of
this non-linearly transformed SNP data) was formed and the rotational/shrinkage operator eigen
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Figure 2: Gene structure: P-selectin | ADP. Showing multi-componentscreeplots, loadings (sets in dotted boxes)

and scores for each gene.Left: PEAR1. Right: GP6. More sophisticated aggregation (SNPs→genes) is needed

than just, say, mean, max, average of the top 3 etc for PLS pathmodeling.

analysis performed. To complete the data management, thesefive matrices were concatenated
column-wise as ’blocks’ to yield a 497 x (5*1436) matrixL instantiating, in the evidence space,
the co-occurrence structure of the functional phenotypic outcomes. The (5*1436) x (5*1436)
correlation matrix of evidences (=MSCSSCP of this non-linearly transformed SNP data) was
formed and eigen analysis performed. Using the SNP to gene map (with unknown genes given a
number 1-11) supplied by Chris Jones 10th September 2009, gene lbf s for each gene were cal-
culated by simple averaging of constituent SNPlbf s for each functional measure. This yielded
118 genelbf s per functional measure. For each functional measure, the 118 x 118 correlation
matrix of gene evidences (=MSCSSCP of this aggregated non-linearly transformed SNP data)
was formed and eigen analysis performed. To complete the data management, these five matri-
ces were concatenated column-wise as ’blocks’ to yield a 497x (5*118) matrixL instantiating,
in the evidence space, the co-occurrence structure of the functional phenotypic outcomes. The
(5*118) x (5*118) correlation matrix of evidences (=MSCSSCP of this aggregated non-linearly
transformed SNP data) was formed and eigen analysis performed. SUDOKU METHOD: Primary
and secondary gene ontologies (’pathways’) were formed by thresholding on loading 1 and 2.
Super-sets of all primary pathway, and separately all secondary pathway, genes were made over
the four functional measures and a Sudoku algorithm run. To whit, any genes occurring in their
ontology across all four measures was denoted as core (strong evidence). Rational pairings of
occurrence were denoted as strong evidence for placement inADP (a), CRP (b), Ps (c) or Fb
(d) adapters (see Figure 3). Then the loading and ranking (onan absolute scale) within that
functional measure for genes in the super-set but not in the ontology for each functional mea-
sure was examined and a second ’call’ of modest evidence madeif the ranking was within the
total number of genes in the superset (even if this call contradicted the strong evidence). Some
genes were unique to a functional measure and are marked withdashed ’short-cuts’. Outwith of
this, ranks within a functional measure near the total number of genes in a superset were used
to make a few ’possible calls’ of gene location in the schema.NB. Some genes could not be
initially unequivocally allocated into the presumed schema and are simply tabulated in Figure
3.

RESULTS. Typical example results for functional measure 1 (P-selectin expression in re-
sponse to ADP) are given in Figure 1 and Table 2. Ordination ofthe gene results indicate up
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to 2 genetically specified ’pathways’ or ontologies of relevance for each functional measure
and the functional measures combined. Each primary ontology (1st component gene list) and
each secondary ontology (2nd component gene list) can be summarised for the simultaneous
analysis of genetic dependence and interdependence of platelet function as in Figure 3. Gene
sub-structure is illustrated for two loci (PEAR1, GP6) in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Left: Current factorial physiological scheme for platelet function. Inputs (arrows with dotted outline) -

ADP or CRP. Outputs (arrows with solid lines) - P-selectin expression or Fibrinogen binding. Wavy boxes - four

genetically driven ’adapters’/postulated pathways or networks around a core.These transfer specific inputs (chal-

lenges) into specific outputs (responses) mediated via an assumed common dominant physiological core of calcium

flux (or equivalently all 4 pathways (a)-(d) are in step). Thecore may be central or peripheral topologically. Ge-

netic ’lesions’ in different intracellular locations willaffect outcome levels on challenge. Note: ADP is adenosine

di-phosphate; CRP is collagen-related peptide, a cross-linked peptide mediated via GP6.Middle & Right: Par-

simonious placement of genes according to overlap of ontologies from results of individual functional measures.

Bold loci represent strong evidence, italic ones representmodest evidence of inferred attribution to ’adapter’ by

genetic association with functional outcome (not adjustedfor gene size or no. of SNPs). The primary (P-selectin

dominated) and secondary (Fibrinogen dominated) pathwaysare mutually orthogonal (yet can share components

with each other). Dashed arrows indicate unique associations arising from a single functional measure. It would be

useful to match these gene lists with any known GO ontology ora priori schema of platelet function (i.e. adhesion,

aggregation, activation etc).
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genes - functional measure 1 (P-selectin expression in response to ADP).
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BLIMP1: a bioinformatics led analysis of a key
transcription factor
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The transcriptional repressor B lymphocyte induced maturation protein-1 (BLIMP1) regu-
lates gene expression and cell fate and is key to immune responses. The DNA motif bound by
BLIMP1 in vitro overlaps with that of Interferon RegulatoryFactors (IRFs), which respond to
inflammatory/immune signals. At such sites BLIMP1 and IRFs can antagonistically regulate
promoter activity. In vitro motif selection predicts that only a subset of BLIMP1 or IRF sites
is subject to antagonistic regulation, but the extent to which antagonism occurs is unknown,
since an unbiased assessment of BLIMP1 occupancy in vivo is lacking. To address this, we
used ChIP-Chip to identify an extended set of promoters occupied by BLIMP1. De novo motif
discovery and enrichment analysis demonstrated that multiple motif variants are required to cap-
ture BLIMP1 binding specificity. These motifs are differentially associated with CpG content,
leading to the observation that BLIMP1 DNA-binding is methylation sensitive. In occupied
promoters, only a subset of BLIMP1 motifs overlap with IRF motifs. Conversely, a distinct
subset of IRF motifs is not enriched amongst occupied promoters. Genes linked to occupied
promoters containing overlapping BLIMP1/IRF motifs are shown to constitute a dynamic target
set which is preferentially activated by BLIMP1 knock-down.
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1 Introduction

For almost forty years, it has been known that the sequence determines the structure of a pro-
tein, which in turn determines its function (Anfinsen, 1973). The protein structure prediction
problem concerns the prediction of the 3-dimensional structure of proteins given their amino
acid sequence. A solution to this problem is of major importance in science, medicine and
biotechnology. Currently, the problem still stands mainlyunsolved, despite huge efforts and
slow incremental progress.

Two key ingredients are thought to be important to solve the problem. First, a way to ex-
plore conformational space efficiently is needed. Recently, we proposed probabilistic models
of local protein structure in continuous space (Hamelrycket. al.2006; Boomsmaet. al., 2008);
such models allow statistically rigorous sampling of structures with plausible backbone angles.
However, the major bottleneck in protein structure prediction is the construction of energy func-
tions – or equivalently, probabilistic models – that favor the native state. In this contribution,
we address an important aspect of the latter problem.

Central to understanding protein structure is the hydrogenbond. The importance of mod-
eling hydrogen bonding adequately in protein structure prediction, simulation and design is
evident. However, relatively few probabilistic models of hydrogen bond geometry have been
proposed. In addition, due to the complicated parameterization of hydrogen bond geometry –
which involves both angles and distances – the few proposed models suffer from drawbacks
such as the discretization of conformational space, or the decoupling of variables by assuming
independence. Such simplifications are likely to affect modeling of hydrogen bonds drastically.
Here, we present a probabilistic model of hydrogen bond geometry in continuous space, making
use of a Bayesian network.

2 Methods

The Pisces server (Wang and Dunbrack, 2003) was used to construct a dataset of proteins for
training; we required a pairwise sequence identity below 25%, a resolution better than 1.2 Å, an
R-value below 0.3 and the absence of chain breaks. The training set consisted of 292 structures.
A test set that includes lower quality structures was also constructed – again using the Pisces
server – by considering all structuresnotpresent in the test set, requiring an R-factor below 0.7,
a pairwise sequence identity below 25% and the absence of chain breaks. The test set consisted
of 3794 structures.

We parameterized a backbone hydrogen bond using the four pairwise distances between the
O,N,C and H atoms. These four distances are:d1 = O· · ·N, d2 = C· · ·N, d3 = C· · ·H and
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d4 = O· · ·H (see Figure 1). Hydrogen bonds were defined as having the following properties:
d1 < 3.5 Å , (O,H,N) angle> 100◦ and (C,O,H) angle> 100◦. For the sake of simplicity,
we assumed that every residue (except proline) is involved in at most one hydrogen bond at its
amide group, and one hydrogen bond at its carbonyl group; if several configurations satisfied
the selection criterion, the one with the smallestd4 was selected.

The DSSP program (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) was used to determine the secondary struc-
ture. All residues were classified into three categories:H for helix (classesG andH in DSSP),
E for strand (E,B), andC for coil (all others cases, exceptI). The rare hydrogen bonds be-
tweenH andE residues, and inπ-helices (classI in DSSP) were discarded, resulting in five
possible secondary structure combinationsS, with S ∈ [HH,EE,CC,HC/CH,EC/CE].

The sequential separation between the hydrogen bonded residues was also taken into ac-
count. The separation is defined as∆ = |i − j| for the hydrogen bonded pair with sequence
positionsi, j. All ∆ ≥ 5 are grouped together, and thus∆ ∈ [2, 3, 4, 5+]. The helical pair
(HH) only occurs with sequence separations three or four, corresponding to a 310-helix and
anα-helix, respectively. All other pairs occur with all possible sequence separations, except
intra-strand pairs (EE) which very rarely occur with separation two. In the model, secondary
structure and sequence separation were considered together, resulting in 17 distinct combina-
tions; these combinations were represented by one variable. In total 33714 hydrogen bonds
were considered for training. Bio.PDB (Hamelryck and Manderick, 2003) was used to extract
the data.

The full model (see Figure 1) represents the following jointprobability distribution:

P (S,∆, H,D) = P (D|H)P (H|S,∆)P (S,∆) (1)

whereD = [d1, d2, d3, d4],H is a discrete hidden nuisance variable,S is the secondary structure
information and∆ is the sequential separation. The first factor,P (D|H), is a four-dimensional
log-normal distribution. The other factors are derived from conditional probability tables.

Mocapy++ (Paluszewski and Hamelryck, 2010) was used to construct and train the Bayesian
network. Parameter learning was done using the stochastic EM algorithm. The number of
values adopted by the hidden node (the hidden nodesize) is a hyperparameter that needs to be
determined separately; we used the Bayesian information criterion (Schwarz, 1978) to select
the optimal model. We trained a range of models with a hidden node size varying between 5
and 110; the optimal hidden node size is 30. Figure 2 shows theBIC-value of all the trained
models.

Figure 1: Left: The four distances and atoms that characterize a backbone hydrogen bond. Right:
Structure of the Bayesian network. Shaded nodes are observed variables; non-shaded nodes are hidden
variables. S,∆: the secondary structure/sequence separation node,H: the hidden node andD: the
four-dimensional distance node.
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3 Results and Discussion

A detailed probabilistic model of hydrogen bond geometry ishighly valuable in protein structure
refinement, high-resolution protein prediction, protein design, and the simulation of protein
dynamics. We provide two evaluations of the model: a first based on visual inspection, and a
second based on distinguishing low from high quality protein structures.

The generative nature of the probabilistic model allows forsampling, which can be used to
visually inspect the performance of the model. Figure 3 compares samples obtained from the
model with the training data. The results indicate that the overall shape and the multimodal
nature of the data is well captured. The multimodality is dueto the sequential separation∆; a
hydrogen bond with lower separation is typically more bent than a hydrogen bond with higher
separation. This is indeed captured by the model.

A simple test to evaluate if the model can be used for refinement, is to examine if the model
can distinguish low quality structures (resulting from lowresolution data) from high quality
structures. Figure 2 shows the average negative log-likelihood of the hydrogen bonds in a
structure versus the resolution of that structure. The poorgeometry of the hydrogen bonds in
the low resolution structures is clearly reflected in the figure. The correlation vanishes around
1.2 Å, which is the cutoff used to select the structures in thetraining set.

In this contribution, we presented a simple probabilistic model of backbone hydrogen bond
geometry. In contrast to other models, the geometry is represented in a natural, continuous
space. We expect this model to be useful for protein structure prediction, simulation and design.

Figure 2: Left: The BIC-values for all the trained models, and their corresponding hidden node sizes.
The optimal model is shown as a shaded dot. Right: Average negative log-likelihood values of all the
structures in the test-set plotted against the resolution of the corresponding structures.
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Figure 3: 2D-histograms of the samples obtained from the model and thetraining data for all pairwise
distances.
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1 Introduction

We report a computational approach that integrates structural bioinformatics, molecular mod-
eling and systems biology to construct a drug-target network on a structural proteome-wide
scale. The approach has been applied to the genome ofMycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb),
the causative agent of one of today’s most widely spread infectious diseases. The resulting
drug-target interaction network for all structurally characterized FDA approved drugs bound
to all putativeM.tb receptors, we refer to as the ‘TB-drugome’. The TB-drugome reveals that
approximately one-third of the drugs examined have the potential to be repositioned to treat
tuberculosis and that many currently unexploitedM.tb receptors may be druggable and could
serve as novel anti-tubercular targets. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the TB-drugome has
shed new light on controversial issues surrounding drug-target networks. Indeed, our results
support the idea that drug-target networks are inherently modular, and further that any observed
randomness is mainly caused by false drug-target connections and biased target coverage. The
TB-drugome presented here has the potential to be a valuableresource in the development of
safe and efficient anti-tubercular drugs. More generally, the methodology may be applied to
other pathogens of interest, with results improving as moreof their structural proteomes can be
ascertained through the continued efforts of structural genomics.
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1 Introduction

There has been a proliferation of applications in which the number of experimental unitsn
is comparatively small but the underlying dimensionp is extremely large as, for example, in
microarray-based genomics and other high-throughput experimental approaches. Hence there
has been increasing attention given not only in bioinformatics and machine learning, but also in
mainstream statistics, to the analysis of complex data in this situation wheren is small relative
top. In this talk, we focus on the clustering of high-dimensional (continuous) data, using normal
mixture models. Their use in this context is not straightforward, as the normal mixture model
is a highly parameterized one with each component-covariance matrix consisting ofp(p+ 1)/2
distinct parameters in the unrestricted case. Hence some restrictions must be imposed and/or a
variable selection method applied beforehand.

One area in which the clustering of high-dimensional data arises is in bioinformatics with
the analysis of microarray gene-expression data (McLachlan et al., 2004). The widespread
use of DNA microarray technology to perform experiments on thousands of gene fragments in
parallel has led to an explosion of expression data. A variety of multivariate analysis methods
have been used to explore these data for relationships amongthe genes and the tissue samples.
Cluster analysis has been one of the most frequently used methods for these purposes. It is
an exploratory technique that attempts to find groups of observations that have similar values
on a set of variables. Sometimes emphasis is placed on the distinction between the search for
naturally occurring clusters and the division of the entities into a given number of groups, where
there is no implication that the resulting groups are in any sense a natural division of the data.
particularly as most methods for finding natural clusters are also useful for segmenting the data
(McLachlan et al., 2008).

Although biological experiments vary considerably in their design, the data generated by
microarray experiments can be viewed as a matrix of expression levels. ForM microarray
experiments (corresponding toM tissue samples), where we measure the expression levels
of N genes in each experiment, the results can be represented by theN × M matrix; see,
for example, Baek et al. (2007). For each tissue, we can consider the expression levels of
theN genes, called itsexpression signature. Conversely, for each gene, we can consider its
expression levels across the different tissue samples, called itsexpression profile. TheM tissue
samples might correspond to each ofM different patients or, say, to samples from a single
patient taken atM different time points. In the sequel, we focus on the application of normal
mixture models in the aforementioned framework. But mixture models are being applied widely
in bioinformatics, including recently to ChIP samples provided by ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq
technologies (Johannes et al., 2010).

In the standard setting of a model-based cluster analysis, then observationsx1, . . . , xn to
be clustered are taken to be independent realizations wherethe sample sizen is much larger
than the dimensionp of each vectorxj , n >> p. It is also assumed that the sizes of the clusters
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to be produced are sufficiently large relative top to avoid computational difficulties with near-
singular estimates of the within-cluster covariance matrices.

In the cluster analysis of theM tissue samples on the basis of theN genes, we haven = M
andp = N . Thus the sample sizen will be typically small relative to the dimensionp, causing
estimation problems under the normal mixture model,

f(x; Ψ) =

g
∑

i=1

φ(x; µi,Σi), (1)

whereφ(y; µi,Σi) denotes thep-dimensional normal density function with meanµi and co-
variance matrixΣi andΨ is the vector of unknown parameters. This is because theg-component
normal mixture model (1) with unrestricted component-covariance matrices is a highly pa-
rameterized model with1

2
p(p + 1) parameters for each component-covariance matrixΣi (i =

1, . . . , g).

2 Clustering of Tissue Samples

In the typical application of normal mixture models to clustering, the number of clusters cor-
responds to the number of components in the mixture model. But in cases where the clusters
are not elliptically symmetric, this correspondence will not hold if additional components are
needed to cover the asymmetry in the data. One way to enable the number of components to
correspond to the number of clusters in such situations is tofit mixture models with skew nor-
mal components or skew t-components where there might outliers as well as asymmetry in the
data. Examples of this approach are given in flow cytometry where mixture of skewt-densities
are adopted to handle asymmetry and outliers in the analysisof the data (Pyne et al., 2009).

In the analysis of microarray gene-expression data,n (the number of tissues) might be only
50, whereasp (the number of genes) might be in the tens of thousands. We follow the traditional
biologists’ practice of letting

X = (x1, ...,xn)

be thep × n data matrix. The usual statistical practice is to take the transpose ofX, XT , as
the data matrix. Without loss of generality, we assume that the overall mean ofX is zero. In
most statistical analyses of the data matrixX, some form of dimension reduction is required,
typically before the primary analysis is performed or with some approaches it might be done in
conjunction with the main analysis.

An obvious way to handle the very large number of genes is to perform a principal com-
ponent analysis and carry out the cluster analysis on the basis of the leading components. The
shortcomings of a PCA in such a context is that the leading components need not necessarily
reflect the direction in the feature space best for revealingthe group structure of the tissues.
This is because it is concerned with the direction of maximumvariance, which is composed of
variance within the clusters and variance between the clusters. If the latter are relatively large,
then the leading components may not be so useful for the purposes of cluster analysis. But
with the analysis of microarray data, this problem is compounded by the very large number
of genes and their associated noise. Thus artificial directions can result from noisy genes and
highly correlated ones. Consequently, a potential problemwith a PCA is the determination of
an appropriate number of principal components (PCs) usefulfor clustering. A common practice
is to choose the first few leading components. But it may not beclear where to stop and whether
some of these components are caused by some artifact or noises in the data.
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We consider a number of approaches with the focus on the EMMIX-Gene procedure of
McLachlan et al. (2002). It handles the problem of a high-dimensional feature vector by us-
ing mixtures of factor analyzers whereby the component correlations between the genes are
explained by their conditional linear dependence on a smallnumberq of latent or unobserv-
able variables specific to each component. In practice we maywish to work with a subset of
the available genes, particularly as the fitting of a mixtureof factor analyzers will involve a
considerable amount of computation time for an extremely large number of genes. Indeed, the
simultaneous use of too many genes in the cluster analysis may serve only to create noise that
masks the effect of a smaller number of genes. Also, the intent of the cluster analysis may
not be to produce a clustering of the tissues on the basis of all the available genes, but rather
to discover and study different clusterings of the tissues corresponding to different subsets of
the genes. For example, the tissues (cell lines or biological samples) may cluster according to
cell or tissue type (for example, cancerous or healthy) or according to cancer type (for exam-
ple, breast cancer or melanoma). However, the same samples may cluster differently according
to other cellular characteristics, such as progression through the cell cycle, drug metabolism,
mutation, growth rate, or interferon response, all of whichhave a genetic basis.

Therefore, the EMMIX-GENE procedure has two optional stepsbefore the final step of
clustering the tissues. The first step considers the selection of a subset of relevant genes from
the available set of genes by screening the genes on an individual basis to eliminate those which
are of little use in clustering the tissue samples in terms ofthe likelihood ratio test statistic.
The second step clusters the retained genesNo into groups on the basis of Euclidean distance
so that highly correlated genes are clustered into the same group. The third and final step
of the EMMIX-GENE procedure considers the clustering of thetissues by fitting mixtures of
normal distributions or factor analyzers (McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Baek et al., 2010). It can
be implemented either by considering the groups of genes simultaneously on the basis of their
means or by considering the groups individually on the basisof all or a subset of the genes in a
given group.

3 Clustering of Gene Profiles

In the remainder of this chapter, we consider the clusteringof gene profiles with or without
replication across some experimental conditions of interest. For this clustering problem, the
number of observationsn to be clustered is the number of genes(n = N), which will usually
be very large relative to the dimensionp of the feature space(p = M). In this sense it falls
in the standard framework. However, this clustering problem is not straightforward as the pro-
files of the genes are not all independently distributed and the expression levels may have been
obtained from an experimental design involving replicatedarrays. Thus the standard normal
mixture model (1) cannot directly be applied to cluster the gene profiles. This is because in
unmodified form, this approach does not incorporate experimental design information such as
disease status of the tissue samples in which the genes are measured in cross-sectional studies,
covariate information such as the time ordering of the gene measurements in time-course stud-
ies, or the structure of the replicated data as in longitudinal studies. There is a need to develop
further clustering procedures that are applicable to data from a wide variety of experimental
designs. For example, microarray experiments are now beingcarried out with replication for
capturing either biological or technical variability in expression levels to improve the quality of
inferences made from experimental studies. Replicated measurements from each tissue sample
are often interdependent and tend to be more alike in characteristics than data chosen at ran-
dom from the population as a whole. Similarly, in time-course studies (Storey et al., 2005),
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where expression levels are measured under various conditions or at different time points, gene
expressions obtained from the same condition are correlated.

Ng et al. (2006) have developed a random-effects model that provides a unified approach
to the clustering of genes with correlated expression levels measured in a wide variety of ex-
perimental situations. Their model is an extension of the normal mixture model to account for
the correlations between the gene profiles and to enable covariate information to be incorpo-
rated into the clustering process. Hence the model is applicable to longitudinal studies with
or without replication, for example, time-course experiments by using time as a covariate, and
to cross-sectional experiments by using categorical covariates to represent the different experi-
mental classes.

We describe the the random-effects model of Ng et al. (2006),called EMMIX-WIRE (EM -
basedMIX ture analysisWI th RandomEffects). It can be fitted by maximum likelihood via
the Expectation–Maximization (EM) algorithm of Dempster et al. (1977) for which the E- and
M-steps can be implemented in closed form; see also McLachlan and Krishnan (2008). Hence
their model can be fitted deterministically without the needfor time-consuming Monte Carlo
approximations.

As noted by Bryan (2004) with the clustering of gene profiles,any clustering structure found
may not be directly reflective of biological realities, but might be more due to the preprocessing
of the data, which can create sparsely populated areas in theprofile space as an artifact. In such
situations, the clustering may still be of interest from thepoint of view of which genes are put
together in the same cluster for various choices of the number of clusters.
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1 Introduction

In the work of (Dawid (2003)), Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG)and its extensions play a im-
portant role in the construction of causal networks. In thispaper we use the DAG to present our
ideas of fitting causal models to data. Throughout this paperwe assume that there is evidence
from external sources that some causal pathway exist between a set of genes and a response.
In figure 1 we depict such a possible causal pathway of the expression of 5 genes and a binary
response Y in a study on liver toxicity of a compound. The nodes - or vertices - representing
the genes are supposed to beonor off. The variables attached to the edges connecting the nodes
are assumed to arise from a multivariate normal distribution. The response may or may not be
normally distributed. Directed edges are conveniently depicted as arrows,suggestinga causal
relation. Undirected edges are calledcommoncauses. In figure 1 both the pathway with com-
mon edges as well as its derived DAG is shown. We start in this paper with an analysis of a
DAG, but this can be relaxed by allowing common causes. A mathematically more convenient

Figure 1: Example of Causal pathways with common causes and its DAG representation. Names refer
to genes and Y the response (0/1)

way is to represent a DAG as an asymmetric adjacency matrixA. The DAG of figure 1 could
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be represented in the following manner:




























Lbp Tnfr.1 Tnfr.2 Jun.1 Jun.2 Apoc4 Y Dout

Lbp 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
Tnfr.1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
Tnfr.2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
Jun.1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Jun.2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Apoc4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Din 0 1 2 2 2 2 1





























In which 1 in row i and columnj means that there is a directed edge from nodei to node
j, and0 at row i and columnj means that there is no such an edge inthat direction. The last
column and row represent the so called out- and in-degrees ofeach node respectively. From this
matrix all necessary properties for the distribution of theDAG can be derived. See appendices
4, 4 and 4.

2 Probabilities living on the DAG

In literature on DAG’s the node at the tail of an arrow is called a parent, while the node at the
arrowhead is called a child. While in the same analogy amoralizedgraph is anundirectedpre-
sentation of a DAG in which all theparentsof acommonchild are connected with an undirected
link - are married so to speak. See appendix 4 for an algebraicalgorithm to moralize a DAG.
We will now turn to the probability distributions living on aDAG.

In a DAG the total log-likelihood can be expressed as a sum of independent log-likelihood
terms of the child nodes. Each of which are conditioned on itsparents.

log lik (Dag) =
∑

ν

logP (Child|ν)

Whereν’s represent the corresponding parents of the child graph. To construct the likelihood of
the responseY assuming a linear relationship with all the other variableson some appropriate
scale- we follow the reasoning given in (Cox & Wermuth (1996)) at pages 65-66. The concept
is this: start with the last node - the response - which has no children of its own and assume that
this response is corrected for all variablesnot in the graph. We partition the moralized adjacency
matrixAm into the matrix without columnAy. and rowA.y and the rest. NowY hasdy parents
- the degree of the nodeY . The expected value ofY are the sum of (partial) regression ofY on

its parents being- indicated by1’s in the columnAy., a total of
n
∑

j=1

aj y − dy coefficients, thus

µy|νy
=

n
∑

j=1

aj yβy|νj
,

whereβy|νj
is the partial regression coefficient ofY on its parents zero. Assuming a normal dis-

tribution ofY we see that log-likelihood ofY given its parents is proportional to
(

y − µy|νy

)2
λ−1

, whereλ−1 is the residual precision. The associatedconcentrationor precisionas it is called

a the Bayesian context - isλ−1

(

dy −
n
∑

j=1

aj y

)

. We can go further in the same fashion by re-

garding each of the parental nodes ofY as children themselves until we finally end with the
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founding parents - which were all married by moralizing the DAG. The concentration matrix
- also called precision matrix or inverse of the covariance matrix equals the Laplacian of the
moralized graphAm.

One can relax the restriction with regard to the multivariate normal distribution as only
(dependent) least-squares regressions are required (Cox &Wermuth (1996)). We now write
down the regression model ofY using the values of the variables of the DAG as regressors and
possibly other fixed co-variablesX not being represented in the DAG. We denote the observed
regression matrix of the DAG-variables withA assuming this matrix to be stripped from the
columns/ row pertaining toY , and which are absorbed in the design matrixX

Y |β ∝ Nor
(

Xα+ Aβ, σ2Σy

)

The matrixΣy is the identity matrix for unrelated units. For dependant observations - e.g.
observations repeated in time on the same subject - one woulduse a non-diagonal matrix. In
the Bayesian frame work we allowβ to have a prior distributionwhile it should be forced to
represent our DAG. Now suppose that we have a DAGp nodes (excluding the barren variables)
and an adjacency matrix of dimensionsp × p. In addition let therank of A be r ≤ p. It
than follows that two times the posterior log-likelihood ofa multivariate normally distributedY
given the fixed co-variables and disregarding the hyper-priors onβ, σ andλ can be written as:

−2 · log lik (β |Y,X,A) = σ−2 (Y − Xα+ Aβ)t Σy (Y −Xα + Aβ)+

n · log
(

σ2
)

+ log (det (Σy)) +

λ−1βt
L β − r log (λ)+

− log (det (L)) + C

whereL is the Laplacian. A full Bayes (FB) solution allows one to give more -or less- weight
to some of the edges by means of hyper priors on the weights of the edges. However, a FB
solution is not always feasible because of computational costs. One way out is an empirical
Bayes (EB) solution. In the latter approach the posterior log-likelihood can be interpreted as a
penalized likelihood with penalty function

λ−1βt
L β

3 Penalized regression and the Linear Mixed Model

There is a well established equivalence between between penalized regression and the mixed
model. See (Pinheiro (2001)) chapter 2. His algorithm explicitly uses this connection. From that
it is also clear that the penaltyλ is not identifiable, but only its relative to the residual variance
σ2. The penalty matrix is the inverse of the co-variance structure for the random coefficients in
the mixed model. The regression equation itself is given by the entries of the adjacency matrix
of the directed graph, where the inclusion of a nodei j means an interaction term of variablei
with j. The interpretation of penalized likelihood makes sense: if λ = 0 we have afixedeffects
model and without any effect of the DAG structure. Ifλ→ ∞ - the observations do not matter,
the prior of the DAG completely determines the model. Thus using a mixed model the smaller
the ratioσ2/λ the more we believe in the model imposed by the causal graph.

In short we have demonstrated that a causal model represented by a DAG can be written
as mixed model with fixed effects the 2-wayinteractionsrepresented by the adjacency matrix
and themaineffects being the direct effects of variables directly linked to the response and the
variables without any incoming edges - the founding nodes. The randomeffects are the nodes
with a variance co-variance matrix represented by the Laplacian.
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This opens the way to use standard mixed model software such as lme()from S-Plus or R or
eventuallyproc mixed from SAS. We have developed functions forlme()which adds causal
models to the existing variance structures, by means of a newclass oflmeCausalobjects.

4 Discussion

From theory on causality (J. Pearl (2000)), (Dawid (2003)) we know that only certain patterns
in a network can be interpreted as causal using statistical techniques only. E.g. only a so-
called colliding node in a directed graph gives rise to a different Laplacian as compared to other
configurations of the edges with regard to that node. Technically this means that a DAG without
one or more colliding nodes cannot be distinguished from another graph with the same skeleton.

The framework of the mixed model allows one to use multilevelDAG’s or the extension to
the family of generalized linear mixed models. selection ofdifferent edges can be accomplished
by using e.g. the BIC or GBIC criterion. However, the number of combination of edges is pro-
hibitive for an all subset search. The other complication isthat in order to maintain a connected
pathway one cannot simply deselect edges by means of minimizing a general criterion. This
makes the indiscriminate use of the lasso- or the graphical lasso - less suitable, although the
penalized likelihood can easily be extended with theL1-norm penalty. Possibly the use of the
group lasso - allowing overlapping groups - in which connected pathways are penalized is an
interesting way to go forward. More research needs to be doneon this topic.

Appendices

A

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a DAG. The rows are presenting parents, the columns children. Marry-
ing parents with a common child means that for a child given column j all rowsi with aaij = 1 must be
given an entry1 as well. If we consider theith row as theith parent and it’sjth entry as an indicator for
being a child in columnj, than the in-product with rowi′th will give the number of common children. If
this in-product is larger than0 there are common children and we should setai,i′ = 1 if this was not the
case. (Note for the time being we donot setai′,i = 1). So now we use

(

AA
t
)

ii′
for i′ > i and if larger

than zero we connecti andi′. We denote a moralized graph byAm.
To un-direct the DAG simply take the sum of the adjacency matrix and its transpose:A + A

t. In
(Cox & Wermuth (1996)) the resulting graph is called theconcentrationgraph.

B

The Laplacian of the DAG or precision matrix is derived by first moralizing the graph and computing
the degree of of each moralized node. Suppose a weighted DAG,i.e. for all entriesai,j = 1 we have
assigned weightswi,j > 0. The degree of nodei is defined as:

di =
∑

j

wi,j.

Let D be the diagonal matrix of degrees than the weighted Laplacian is defined as:

L = I− D
−

1
2

m AmD
−

1
2

m .

Wherem stands for the moralized and undirected graph.
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C

Every graphG has a dual graphGD in which edges and nodes are interchanged. That is, ifνi andνj

are a pair of nodes inG connected by an edgeeij then the latter is a node inGD. Two nodes inGD are
connected if they have a common node inG. The same holds for the Directed GraphDG andDGD; two
nodes inDGD are connected if they have a common node in the directed graphDG, i.e. if there exists
a directed path through that node.

The adjacency matrix ofGD can be constructed as a tensor productAD = A ⊗ A. The same holds
for directed graphs. Indeed iff an elementAD

eis,esj
of the matrixAD is non-zero there is a directed

path fromνi to νj via the nodeνs, that isai,j of A must be non-zero. In terms ofAD this means that
aD

eis,esj
= ai,s ∗ as,j is non-zero. Undirected edges - common causes in the causal interpretation of a

directed graph - are such thataD
eij ,eji

= ai,j ∗ aj,i are non-zero.
A nodeνs of G is a colliding node iffai,s ∗ aj,s 6= 0. This means thatai,s ∗ a

t
s,j 6= 0. The latter can

be recognized as the elements ofA⊗At, whereAt is the transpose ofA.
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Introduction

Titration experiments where gene expressions in two different tissues are measured together
with total RNA mixtures of the pure samples provide experimental data for the evaluation of
quality related aspects of microarray data (MAQC consortium, 2006; Holloway et al., 2006).
Such experiments operate on the assumption that for any RNA fragment the abundances in
the mixture samples can be determined as a function of their expression in the pure samples
and the given mixture proportions. Monotonic mixture proportions imply that the measured
RNA fragment abundances follow a monotonic trend of unspecified functional form across the
titration series. This allows us to employ order restrictedanalysis methods leading to more
accurate estimates and more powerful testing procedures compared to unrestricted alternatives.
Furthermore, we can investigate if the postulated order structure is actually present in the data.
Titration experiments that cover several commercial microarray platforms often also incorporate
several grouping factors that lead to a complex hierarchical variance structure. We therefore
express the problem in terms of a linear mixed effects model with order restrictions and consider
methods that can accommodate for such variance structures.Based on this framework we derive
quality metrics that quantify accuracy and repeatability of microarray measurements as well as
agreement of test decisions across different measurement platforms.

Methods

We present our methods along the lines of a large scale titration experiment published by the
EMERALD project1. The probe material used in this experiment was harvested from six rats.
Total RNA was extracted from livers and kidneys of these rats. The resulting sample material
was then prepared in four mixtures:

1. pure liver material, which we will refer to asL,

2. 75% liver mixed with 25% kidney material, which we will call M1,

3. 25% liver and 75% kidney, in the following simplyM2,

4. pure kidney material, which is denoted asK.

This yielded four times six batches of sample material each of which was labeled and hy-
bridized to three arrays from each of three different commercial microarray platforms. In sum-
mary this amounts to:3 platforms× 6 rats× 4 mixes× 3 replicates= 216 arrays.

1http://www.microarray-quality.org/
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The use of genetically different animals implies that beside the noise generated by the im-
precision of the measurement technology there is variationdue to genetic differences between
the animals. This variance structure generated by the experimental design can be directly trans-
lated into a mixed model definition which is assumed for each probe separately. Based on this
model we compute measures for accuracy, repeatability and across platform agreement for this
dataset. Furthermore we consider two normalization procedures (baseline and quantile normal-
ization (Gentleman et al., 2005)) and investigate if the normalized data better complies with the
monotonicity assumption or if it introduces artifacts thatmay lead to non-monotonous trends.
First, we test consecutive differences between mixture groups for a significant increase or de-
crease in expression for each gene. We construct permutation tests accounting for the specific
hierarchical variance structure (Pesarin, 2001) of the EMERALD data set and adjust for multi-
ple testing using a novel procedure that accounts also for directional errors (Guo et al., 2009).
Thereby we can identify any significant deviation from the monotonicity assumption which
would be in violation of the implications of the study design. Secondly, we investigate the
variance components of the data. For that purpose the total variance of the data is decomposed
into components that can be attributed to either systematicvariation (e.g. noise emanating from
imperfections in the study design or genetic differences between individuals) and residual error
which serves as an estimate of the imprecision of the platform. For this task we developed a
novel method to estimate such variance components under order restrictions. It uses information
from monotonic regression (Barlow, 1972) to retain degreesof freedom by pooling consecutive
groups that violate the order restriction. Our simulationsshow that this method achieves consid-
erable improvement of the estimates in terms of mean squarederror. Finally, we raise the topic
of cross platform agreement in terms of the correspondence of differential expression analysis
across the measurement technologies. Differential expression between the two different organ
materials introduces a monotonous trend across the titration series. We derive an inference pro-
cedure based on isotonic regression and permutation based multiple testing methods (Westfall
and Young, 1993) to test the null hypothesis of no differential expression for each gene of a well
annotated set of common genes found on each platform.

Results

Results from an application to the EMERALD dataset demonstrate how our methods provide
easily interpretable quality metrics that are on par with results from previous work on titration
experiments but also provide new insights, especially, in regard to the investigated normaliza-
tion procedures. Titration experiments are designed with the aim to produce authentic biological
data with a proportion of differentially expressed genes that is larger than what can be simu-
lated using spike-in experiments. Thereby they pose an interesting challenge to the evaluation
of such procedures. This is due to often held assumptions, namely that the truly differentially
expressed genes are relatively few and balanced in terms of direction (Stafford, 2008, chap.
2), being violated by the measurements generated in such experiments. Under these premises
they provide an opportunity to study the robustness of such procedures against violations of
their corresponding assumptions. Our results from the EMERALD dataset highlight some of
the pitfalls of microarray data analysis and subsequent interpretation. First of all we observe
that expression values from kidney material are on average higher than those from liver material
resulting in a disproportionate amount of upward trends across the titration series. It is unclear
whether this large proportion of upward trends is a biological feature or a procedural artifact.
We speculate that the concentration of mRNA in the total RNA samples from the liver samples
is lower than that in the kidney samples. This hypothesis would be a good explanation for many
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aspects of the data. Considering this assumption baseline and quantile normalization would ap-
pear to be good candidates as methods to remove such a trend. Our results show, however, that
the performance of neither baseline nor quantile normalization is convincing in the case of the
EMERALD dataset. On the one hand normalization does slightly reduce the observed resid-
ual errors and hence lead to improved repeatability and morepowerful differential expression
inference. On the other hand an increase in non-monotonous trends, which are contrary to the
intrinsic implications of the study design, show that accuracy is degraded by these procedures.
Furthermore the agreement of differential expression across different microarray platforms is
also deteriorated when normalized data are considered. We conclude that compared to these
two widely applied preprocessing procedures non-normalized data does provide better accu-
racy and agreement with only a slight disadvantage in terms of repeatability. Unfortunately, we
are unable to check whether this result is specific to the EMERALD dataset, since, to our knowl-
edge, non-normalized data have not been considered in comparable titration based microarray
evaluations.
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DNA sequencing technology

It is believed that the DNA of an individual (itsgenome), together with the DNA of its intra-
cellular organelles (such as mitochondria and chloroplasts) and associated epigenetic marks,
comprise the totality of information from which that individual was created. The genetic infor-
mation held by a DNA molecule is encoded in its sequence of bases: A, C, G and T. Knowledge
of the genome sequence of an organism is therefore fundamental to understanding its devel-
opment and functioning. It is also fundamental to understanding the differences between in-
dividuals within a species (the field ofgenetics); the evolutionary and functional relationships
between species (comparative genomics); and the composition of entire ecological communities
(metagenomics). Such studies can reveal the genetic basis of health and disease, opportunities
for genetic improvement of livestock and crops, or paths of ancient human migrations.

DNA sequencingis the experimental determination of the sequence of bases in a given DNA
molecule. The first methods, developed during the early 1970’s, were able to sequence no more
than a few dozen bases at a time. Of these, the chain-termination method of Fred Sanger became
the method of choice. Technical improvements to the Sanger method in subsequent years paved
the way for increasing automation, so much so that by 1990 thepossibility of sequencing the
entire human genome, containing 3 billion base-pairs, cameinto prospect. By 2003, through
the immense efforts of a global network of laboratories, this goal had been achieved.

The enormous scientific and commercial potential of genome sequencing has spurred devel-
opment of new sequencing technologies. Currentnext-generationmethods massively parallelise
the sequencing of relatively short fragments of DNA, achieving much higher throughput (up to
20 billion bases in a single run) with orders of magnitude reduction in cost, but at the price
of lower accuracy than the Sanger technique. Currently, three platforms dominate the market:
the Illumina Genome Analyzer; the Applied Biosystems SOLiDsystem; and the Roche Life
Sciences 454 system. Each of these methods begins by shattering the DNA sample into small
fragments, which are then immobilised onto a solid surface.The fragments are then amplified
by PCR to produce clones of sufficient size for detection. A sequence of enzymatic reactions
is then applied to the resulting clones in parallel and monitored optically, thereby reading the
sequence of each clone. The details at each stage of this process are platform-dependent.

DNA sequencing technology continues apace.Next-next-generation(or third-generation)
technologies aim to sequence single DNA molecules, facilitating simpler sample preparation
and obviating the PCR-amplification step. PCR-induced mutations and selection biases will
therefore be avoided. The first of these platforms, the Heliscope by Helicos, has now reached
the market. Pacific Biosciences expects to launch its platform in June, and Oxford Nanopore
and Complete Genomics have products under development. Single-molecule technology holds
the prospect of greatly increased read lengths. Table 1 compares the operating characteristics
of the main sequencing platforms.
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Platform Read Length (bases) Run time (days) Sequence per run (Gb)
2nd generation
Roche - 454 330 3.5 0.45
Illumina - GA2 100 4 18
Life - SOLiD 3 50 7 30
Polonator 26 5 12

3rd generation
Helicos - Heliscope 32 8 37
Pacific Biosciences 964 NA NA

Table 1: Comparison of operating characteristics of 2nd and 3rd generation sequencing platforms (ab-
stracted from Metzker, 2010).

Challenges

In 2006, the X Prize Foundation announced its Archon X Prize,promising to award $10 mil-
lion to “the first team that can build a device and use it to sequence 100 human genomes
within 10 days or less, with an accuracy of no more than one error in every 100,000 bases
sequenced, with sequences accurately covering at least 98%of the genome, and at a recurring
cost of no more than $10,000 (US) per genome” (http://genomics.xprize.org/archon-x-prize-for-
genomics/prize-overview). This prize has not yet been claimed. In some respects, this challenge
already seems outdated. Several companies have entered therace to develop a platform which
can sequence an individual’s genome for less than $ 1,000:the “$1,000 genome”. Some are
declaring imminent success, and others are promising a $100genome
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genome_sequencing).

A major challenge is to reduce base-call errors; current next-generation platforms all have
base-call errors far in excess of traditional Sanger sequencing. This is a particular problem
when trying to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The problem can be dealt
with through increased depth of sequence coverage, but thisof course drives up the cost per
consensus base-call, and also adds to the complexity of associated algorithms.

Another major challenge is to increase read lengths. Short error-prone reads are difficult
to reliably assemble into genome-scale sequences, in particular in regions containing repeated
subsequences. This problem also severely compromises the detection of copy number variations
(CNVs). Longer read lengths would substantially reduce this problem; this has been a strong
selling point of the Roche-454 system. Third-generation technologies may offer significant
improvements, as promised by Pacific Biosciences (see Table1).

A third major problem may be data storage and transfer. Currently, a common solution to
the problem of transfer of vast quantities of data from second-generation sequencing runs, is
to do it physically via a portable hard disk, which seems anachronistic in these times of high-
bandwidth internet connectivity. Third-generation technology will create orders of magnitude
more data, potentially challenging the capacity to store them.

Opportunities

The new high-throughput platforms for DNA sequencing, together with new bioinformatic
methods for short-read assembly, have produced reference genome sequences for many species.
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(A referencesequencehas near-complete coverage at high quality, for either a single individual
or a composite of several individuals.) Currently, the listof species with genome-sale data cu-
rated by Ensembl includes 52 vertebrate species, 8 plants, and many others
(http://www.ensemblgenomes.org/). The emerging field ofpaleogenomicsconcerns the se-
quencing and analysis of the genomes of long extinct species: a draft Neanderthal genome
sequence has recently been published (Greenet al., 2010).

To discover genetic variation within a species, genes or regions of the genome of interest
are resequencedin many individuals. This can reveal the location of SNPs or CNVs, and
characterise that variation probabilistically. It can also reveal the genealogical history of those
regions. Resequencing in patients and controls can identify genetic factors of disease. The
new sequencing technologies offer the possibility of entire genome resequencing, due to the
lower depth of coverage required when an accurate referencegenome sequence is available.
The 1000 Genomes Project, launched in 2008, aims to obtain full genome sequences in 1000
human individuals of different ethnic groups. The 1001 Genomes Project similarly aims for full
genome sequences in 1001 strains of the plantArabidopsis thaliana.

Gene-expression studies focus on a cell’s production of protein. Each of the thousands of
genes in a genome code for one or more proteins. Different cell types under different condi-
tions may produce different amounts of these proteins. Thisis usually measured in terms of the
transcriptional activity of each gene: that is, the amount of messenger RNA (mRNA) produced.
Microarray technology has been the high-throughput methodology of choice for more than a
decade, but imprecision and biases in output have hampered its usefulness. Microarray technol-
ogy is now giving way to RNA-seq: the high-throughput sequencing of whole-genome RNA
transcripts via the production of cDNA copies of each transcript. RNA-seq is more accurate
and provides greater detail than microarray technology. Inparticular, it can detect products of
previously unknown genes or unforeseen splice variants.

Much of the regulation of gene activity occurring naturallywithin a cell is mediated by
DNA-protein interactions. Proteins called transcriptionfactors bind to specific genomic sites.
The sequence-dependence of transcription-factor bindingsites is evident, but understanding of
DNA-protein interaction is not yet sufficient to predict their location with certainty. To discover
binding sites, methods have been developed to capture transcription factorsin situ. Chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) is a technique to isolate specific proteins bound to DNAin vivo.
To determine the DNA sequences bound in these ChIP complexes, microarray chips have been
used: this is the technique ofChIP-on-chip. However, as noted above, microarray technology is
currently being replaced by RNA-seq. The resulting technique ofChIP-seqnow provides much
sharper resolution of transcription factor binding sites.

Epigenetic marks on DNA can repress gene expression. These are inherited modifications
of individual DNA bases, the most studied of which is methylation of C bases in CpG dinu-
cleotides. Bisulphite treatment of DNA converts unmethylated Cs to Us, but leaves methylated
Cs unaffected. Sequencing of bisulphite-treated DNA thus reveals the location of those epige-
netic marks.

Surprisingly, the study of the three-dimensional layout ofthe genome has also benefitted
from next-generation sequencing technology. Lieberman-Aiden et al (2009) have developed
a technique calledHi-C, which begins by fixing the nucleus in formalin. The formalincross-
links portions of the genome which lie in close physical proximity. The DNA is then shattered,
and the loose ends of the cross-linked DNA fragments are thenjoined, creating a multitude of
hybrid fragments, each of which combines DNA from two genomically distinct but physically
proximal locations. Sequencing and analysis of these hybrid fragments then reveals the genomic
coordinates of each end of each fragment, thus allowing the construction of a genome-wide map
of long-range interactions.
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Creative application of next-generation sequencing, suchas theHi-C method of Lieberman-
Aiden et al (2009), illustrate the enormous potential of the technology, and emphasise that in
this new era of science we are limited mainly by our imagination.
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1 Introduction

In bacteria, small regulatory RNA (sRNA) regulates the translation and stability of mRNAs
that encode proteins with role in virulence or adaptive responses triggered by environmental
signals and stresses (Gottesman, 2005; Storzet al., 2005). We set out a bioinformatic pipeline
to assess the identification of sRNAs in the human bacterial pathogen M. tuberculosis (MTB),
the etiologic agent of tuberculosis (TB). We implemented this tool to allow for predictions and
annotations of intergenic sRNA-encoding genes based on RNA-Seq (Wang et al., 2009) data
analysis and intergenic sequences conservation.

2 RNA-Seq data analysis

The resulting 36-base reads (9711909 reads) were processedto remove poly-A tail and were
mapped to the Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv (NC_000962) genome by means of SOAP
v1 (Short Oligonucleotide Alignment Program), see Liet al. (2008), with the seed size parame-
ters set to 6 and maximum gap size allowed set to 1. The filtering procedure discarded: i) reads
mapping to a previously annotated coding region CDS (3548742 reads), ii) repeatedly mapped
reads, iii) reads not mapped (1507477 reads). Considering remaining uniquely intergenic re-
gions (IGR) mapped reads (8204432 reads) region coverage (reads abundance,expression) per
base was subsequently calculated. We generated this transcript map by counting for each base
on both strands of the whole IGR sequences the number of readscontaining that base. Inter-
genic sequences conservation Mycobacterium tuberculosisH37Rv intergenic sequences were
extracted according to strand location resulting in 1610 sequences (2443765 nt) from the pos-
itive strand and 1621 sequences (2362067 nt) from the negative. The same procedure was
performed on 7 related species genome (Mycobacterium sp. JLS, Mycobacterium avium, My-
cobacterium gilvum PYR-GCK, Mycobacterium leprae, Mycobacterium smegmatis str. MC2
155, Mycobacterium ulcerans Agy99, Mycobacterium vanbaalenii PYR-1) and the revealed se-
quences were merged together in a unique database with 26035IGR sequences. Consequently
H37Rv IGR sequences were searched against this databases using BLASTN (Altschul et al.,
1997) with pre-set parameters except for “query strand to search” value fixed to plus. Based
on alignment withE-value< 0.05 only, a conservation map was obtained for both strands.
This map corresponds to the number of related genomes in which the considered position is
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conserved. sRNA identification We defined a IGR region interval as a candidate sRNA if the
following conditions hold:

1) IGR region interval was made up of subsequent bases,

2) IGR region interval length was≥ 30 nt and≤350 nt.

Moreover at least one of the further conditions has to be fulfilled:

3) all IGR region interval bases had an abundance reads value≥ ExprT1 threshold;

4) all IGR region interval bases had a conservation value≥ ConsT1 threshold;

5) all IGR region interval bases had an abundance reads value≥ ExprT2 threshold and a
conservation value≥ ConsT2 threshold.

We set a procedure for candidate identification based on 3 interchangeable steps whose ordering
was defined to identify expression derived candidate more likely.

- Step 1: identification of regions satisfying conditions 1,2 and 3 (type A candidates) and
subsequent removal from dataset.

- Step 2: identification of regions satisfying conditions 1,2 and 5 (type B candidates) and
subsequent removal from dataset.

- Step 3: identification of regions satisfying conditions 1,2 and 4 (type C candidates).

The optimal expression and conservation thresholds depends on the characteristics of the dataset
analysed such as, among others, complexity and other genomecharacteristics, technologies,
mapping reads programs those parameters control many important candidates feature like length,
start-end positions, type, primary structure. Method proposed in this work was based on expres-
sion and conservation depths empirical density distributions. In particular ExprT1 and ConsT1
thresholds correspond to 95% percentile of reads abundanceand conservation distributions re-
spectively while ExprT2 and ConsT2 thresholds correspond to quantile of order 0.90. Each
putative sRNA was annotated for several features, including mean,min and max expression,
mean,min and max conservation, distances from flanking ORF,alignment to sRNA annotated
in RFAM (Griffiths-Joneset al., 2005) db and secondary structure stability (MFE).

3 Results

Totally 1927 candidate were identified. 1715 were type A, 190type B and 20 type C. sRNA
candidates ranging from 30 to 314 nucleotides in length and 141 of those showed a Minimum
Free Energy (MFE) of the secondary structurep-value<0.05 (RANDFOLD, Bonnetet al., 2004).
All 6 known MTB sRNA were identified and ranking our result foraverage expression value, 5
of them were within first 224 (6 within 690). In addition, length and location of 5 of them were
predicted with good precision (±2 bps in start/end position) whereas one had length noticeably
smaller than annotated one.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the bioinformatic pipeline

Figure 2: Srna identification process
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The two main stages of described pipeline are shown on the right. First stage starts from raw
RNA-seq output and genomes sequences with corresponding annotation files and leads to the
identification of putative sRNA. It is composed of two independent procedures (show on the top)
then merged together by means of process describe in Figure 2. In second stage identified sRNA
are annotated for homology with previously verified sRNA (RFAM db) and secondary structure
stability (MFE associatedp-value) to assess prediction reliability. sRNA identification process
is composed by 3 main steps. Step 1: construction of reads coverage by counting for each base
on both strands of the whole IGR sequences the number of readscontaining that base. Step 2:
construction of conservation map by counting for related genomes in which the considered base
is conserved. Step 3: candidate identification based on expression and conservation coverage
depth jointly.
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Statistical analysis to study the factors that affect
the relative intensity of y and b ions produced in

MS/MS experiments of protein identification
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There are many techniques that have become increasingly relevant to the analysis of biomolecules;
one of these techniques is Mass spectrometry, which is a major tool for studying proteins. It is
useful for the identification of protein. Since it is able to measure the mass of molecules with
extremely high accuracy.

An important aspect of a mass spectrometry experiment is thedevelopment of tandem
MS/MS. This kind of experiment uses fragments to study the structure of molecules [especially
proteins]. The term "tandem mass" spectrometry reflects thefact of two stages of mass analysis.
Tandem mass spectrometry has more than one analyzer; in practice usually two analyzers are
by Collision Cell. In this cell peptides that resulted from the fist analyzer are broken down into
even smaller pieces by a process of bombarding them with fast-moving atoms that collide and
cause the peptidebond to break. Mass analyzer in mass spectrometry basically works on sorted
and separated ions according to their mass and charge. Tandem mass spectrometry uses this
type of separation as a preparative tool to isolate an ion with a specificm/z (wherem is mass
andz is charge) for further analysis. There are many ions which result using MS/MS, but we are
interested just to study they andb ion, because these ions are the most common ions and usually
provide most of the information necessary to reconstruct orsynthesize proteins and peptides.
The resulting peptides using this approach were identified from their mass spectra by using the
MASCOT algorithm (Baxevanis et al(2005)) that compares theresults with a database that for
protein identification. These data specify masses and intensities of the ions for all different
peptides is deduced from the protein interest.

Figure 1 presents the MS-MS data of one of the peptide (identified by MASCOT), TNFDAF-
PDK in our data set. This graph displays the mass spectrometry (experimented data as blue
colour) for this peptide, the numbers that have written in each peak are the order of the pairs
(mass, intensity) in list of results of the experiment. The theoretical data that were calculated
from the mass of amino acids of the same peptide, where the redcolour indicates the mass of
they-ions and green for theb-ions. It can be see that mass of the peaks of plot usually occurs at
or near to ion’s mass.

In this work, our problem is to find the factors that affect therelative intensity of they and
b ions that are produced from MS/MS experiments used to study aprotein. The database used
in this work are similar to the data used in Barton et al(2007). These data resulted from the
use of the Tandem mass spectrometry approach [MS/MS] to study proteins. These peptide have
generated from proteins digested with an enzyme called Trypsin. The MS/MS output consists
of a list of pairs of cumulative mass (in decreasing order) and relative intensity, therefore we
can draw mass spectrum where thex-axis representing the mass-to-charge (M/S), andy-axis
representing the number of ions detected intensity. The number of records depends on the
length of the peptide and background noise. After that the resulting peptides of using this
approach were identified from their mass spectra by using MASCOT algorithm that compares
the results with database that to study of protein identification.

These data specify masses and intensities of the ions for alldifferent peptides is reduced from
the protein interest, where there are 5468 different peptide that is resulted from the whole ex-
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Figure 1: The MS-MS spectrum and the ions of TNFDAFPDK. The red colour explains the mass of the
ionsy and the green one is for theb ions

periment, each peptide has been showed many time to become the whole peptides sequence re-
sulted of the experiment 60884 sequence of peptide. The mostcommon peptide in our database
is TNFDAFPDK where this peptide appears 141 time. The 5468 peptide used in this study have
median length of 11 residues. The longest peptide was 50 residues, and the shortest peptide
was 6 residues. Since the enzyme used is Trypsin we will see inthese data, there are 49.10%
had C-terminal end residues Arg (R) residue, and 50.71% Lys (K) residual, and 0.19% ended in
other amino acids. The main aim of this work is to explain the relation between MS/MS output
and protein sequence.

key words: Mass Spectrometry;y andb ions; Protein; MASCOT algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Massively Parallel Nucleotide Sequencing (MPNS) allows the rapid generation of gigabases of
sequence data at a relatively low cost per residue. A varietyof platforms exist, but all rely on the
generation of a large number of relatively short sequences,known as ’tags’ or ’reads’ that can
then be identified by aligning them to a target database, or assembled into de novo sequences.
A major application of MPNS is RNA-Seq [1], in which the proportion of reads matching a
given transcript can be used as a measure of its expression level. Unlike hybridization-based
techniques such as qPCR or microarrays, RNA-Seq does not rely on pre-determined probes de-
signed against known target sequences, allowing it to be used to search for novel transcription
at previously uncharacterized loci. In addition, by seeking reads that cross exon-exon bound-
aries, MPNS can be used to identify novel arrangements of exons, and thus, uncharacterized
splicing events. Although powerful, RNA-Seq is not withoutbioinformatics challenges. These
include an inability to distinguish between loci with 100% sequence similarity, a dependence
on appropriate algorithms, statistics and annotation tools to support the data analysis, and the
need to generate sufficient reads to cover each locus at sufficient depth to give reliable estimates
of expression.

To investigate these issues, we have carried out a comprehensive comparison between RNA-
Seq and Affymetrix Exon 1.0ST arrays using RNA from two cell lines: MCF-7, a breast cancer
line, and MCF-10a, a normal epithelial line. Exon arrays arecurrently the most dense arrays
designed specifically for profiling gene expression [2]. They feature approximately 1.2 million
probesets that aim to target every known exon in the entire genome, as well as loci outside
known protein coding regions. Thus, our use of Exon arrays allows us to assess the performance
of RNA-Seq in two key areas: detection and measurement of expression at the granularity of
individual exons, and discovery of transcription outside annotated loci.

2 Results

2.1 Datasets

50 base reads were aligned to NCBI build 36 of the human genomeallowing 6 mismatches
per read. Unless otherwise stated, reads that matched to multiple loci were removed. A total of
28,371,318 reads from MCF-10a and 28,882,179 from MCF-7 mapped uniquely to the genome.
77% (21,709,397) of these mapped to a known transcript in MCF-10a and 76% (22,031,344)
in MCF-7, and of these 74% (15,996,190) and 79% (17,439,762)respectively mapped to a
known exon (Figure 1). The remaining reads mapped to either transcript predictions, Expressed
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Sequence Tags (ESTs), or regions with no annotation. Over half of all known exons in both cell
lines (58%; 168,678/291,229 in MCF-10a, and 59%; 170,721/291,229 in MCF-7) featured at
least one matching read.

2.2 Detection call correspondence

On Exon arrays, probesets with signals separable from background are identified using the De-
tection Above Background (DABG) score [3], which estimatesthe probability that a probeset’s
signal is similar to the general background distribution. Any probeset with ap-value below a
pre-defined threshold (0.01 in this study) is flagged Present(P), and Absent (A) if above. We
compared P/A calls for the 155,016 exons targeted by a singleprobeset on the Exon array with
P/A calls for the same exons in RNA-Seq. An exon was defined as Present in RNA-Seq if the
number of reads mapping to it was greater than zero. At this threshold, 87% of the exons called
Present on the Exon array in the MCF-10a sample were also called Present using the RNA-Seq
data, and 81% of the exons called Absent on the array were alsoflagged Absent in RNA-Seq
(Table 1). Similar results were obtained with MCF-7.

Table 1:Detection call correspondence between RNA-Seq and Exon arrays.

No. of exons

Sample Pres. on both Abs. on both Pres. in RNA-Seq only Pres. on array only

MCF-10a 83133 47925 11120 12838
MCF-7 82438 45879 12847 13852

2.3 Expression level and fold change correspondence

Exon expression levels in RNA-Seq were calculated according to Equation 1:

E = C
S

T − U
(1)

where S is the number of reads mapping to the exon, L is the exonlength, U is the number of
non-unique loci across the exon, T corresponds to the total number of uniquely mappable reads
in each cell line, and C is a constant set to 1x109 in this study. To avoid taking logs of zero, we
added a small constant (0.0001) to all normalised expression levels.

Despite the differences between the platforms and the protocols used to prepare their sam-
ples, we observed some correlation (r=0.55, MCF-10a; r=0.53, MCF-7) between exon expres-
sion levels in RNA-Seq and those on the Exon array for exons flagged Present on both platforms.
As expected, fold changes were more consistent, showing good correspondence (r=0.59, Fig-
ure 1) between platforms when data points featuring at leastone Absent-flagged sample were
removed (i.e. after eliminating comparisons involving data points with poor signal-noise ratio).

2.4 Identification of novel loci of transcription

15% and 17% of reads in MCF-10a and MCF-7 respectively mappedto regions on the genome
that are currently un-annotated. To characterise these regions, we first grouped reads into clus-
ters by seeking sets of overlapping reads, and then merging adjacent clusters separated by 50
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Figure 1: Comparison of fold changes between RNA-Seq and the array. Fold change of an exon was
calculated by subtracting its log2 expression level in MCF-7 from the corresponding value in MCF-10a.
Grey points indicate exons called Absent in at least one sample.

bases. We then filtered these clusters, retaining only thosein un-annotated regions, and above
a read count threshold (19 in MCF-10a, and 16 in MCF-7) at which a cluster was deemed most
likely to represent a novel exon. 4449 and 4900 such clustersin MCF-10a and MCF-7 respec-
tively fulfilled these criteria. On the Exon array, 2664 (60%) of the clusters found in MCF-10a
overlapped with a probeset target region (PTR), and of these92% (2462/2664) were called
Present. Likewise in MCF-7, 62% (3038/4900) of read clusters were located at or near a PTR,
and of these, 91% (2767/3038) were called Present. In general, we found that as the read count
of a cluster increased, the probability of finding a neighbouring probeset also increased, and
that the probeset was more likely to be called Present. Thus there is strong agreement between
RNA-Seq and Exon arrays in detection of transcription outside annotated loci.

3 Conclusion

In this study we show that data from a SOLiD RNA-Seq experiment is sufficient to generate
results comparable to those produced from Affymetrix Exon arrays, even using only a single
replicate from each platform, and when presented with a large genome. Our main focus was
at the exon level, and this, to our knowledge, is the first study to present such a fine-grained
comparison between the two platforms. In addition, it was possible to identify a set of intergenic
loci expressed at significant levels, the majority (60%) of which match probesets on the Exon
array.

4 Further reading

Bradford JR, Hey Y, Yates T, Li Y, Pepper SD, Miller CJ: A comparison of massively parallel
nucleotide sequencing with oligonucleotide microarrays for global transcription profilingBMC
Genomics, 11:282, 2010.
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1 Introduction

The analysis of gene expression microarray data using clustering techniques plays an impor-
tant role, for instance, in the discovery, validation, and understanding of various classes and
subclasses of cancer. Three main types of statistical problems arise in classification of cancer
samples in a microarray experiment (Dudoit et al.,2002): (a) identification of new classes using
gene expression profiles (cluster analysis/unsupervised learning); (b) classification of samples
into known classes (discriminant analysis/supervised learning); (c) identification of “marker”
genes which characterize the difference among the classes (variable selection). For a recent
review of clustering techniques for gene expression data, see Kerr et al. (2008).

In recent years, the improvement of computational resources has enabled to pursue new
clustering techniques, or to develop ideas putted aside dueto computational problems. In this
context, Azzalini and Torelli (2007) proposed a method, called pdfClust, based on a nonpara-
metric estimate of the underlying density function.

Here, we present a method to handle simultaneously problems(a) and (c) previously men-
tioned. In particular, we discuss an application ofpdfClustto microarray data (for details on the
method we refer the reader to the original article, Azzaliniand Torelli, 2007). We compare it
with the traditional algorithms, such ask-meansalgorithm and its direct competitor,Mclust, a
state-of-the-art mixture-model-based clustering tool (Fraley and Raftery, 2002). We follow the
strategy presented in McLachlan et al. (2002), which consists on a data dimensional reduction
in order to focus on most significant dimensions. We modify their method by using a nonpara-
metric approach, achieving improvements in clustering of samples both in simulated and in real
experiments.

2 A novel algorithm to clustering of expression data

To be consistent with microarray applications, we will denote with “genes” thep variables and
with “samples” then observations. Nonetheless, it should be clear that the approach proposed
here is not limited to microarray data, but, in principle, itcould be applied to every application
with “largep, smalln”.

McLachlan et al. (2002) propose a mixture model-based approach to cluster microarray ex-
pression data. Their scheme accounts for gene selection, through mixtures oft distributions, and
dimensionality reduction, through a mixture of factor analyzers. See McLachlan et al. (2002)
for details. Although their approach sounds as a good possibility to cluster samples in a high-
dimensional space, there are two main limitations. Firstly, the parametric assumptions about
clusters distributions can be restrictive (Li et al., 2007); moreover, it needs pre-specification of
the number of the mixture components. This, from an unsupervised perspective, which assumes
that the true number of clusters is unknown, represents a serious limitation.

Our approach can be summarized as follows: (i) cluster samplesp times using the univariate
distribution of each gene and select for the subsequent analyses the genes,p′ say, that recognize
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two or more groups in the data; (ii) reduce dimensionality fromp′ top′′ with some data reduction
technique; (iii) applypdfClustalgorithm in thep′′-dimensional space.

As for step (i), i.e.,gene selection, we consider a gene relevant if its values in one category
(healthy, say) are different from the ones in the other category (unhealthy, say) or categories; in
other words, the samples are in different clusters. In this way, it seems reasonable to apply a
cluster method for each gene, and retain as relevant the onesfor which the method recognizes
different clusters. In a nonparametric framework, we can apply to each genepdfClust, taking
advantage of the self-detection number of clusters feature. We select only the genes for whose
the method recognizes two or more clusters.

As for step (ii), i.e.,dimensionality reduction, considered if the selected genes are still too
many, we propose to keep the first principal components, as inAzzalini and Torelli (2007).

3 Simulations

For simulating data with structure similar to that of real microarray experiments, we use two
schemes, i.e., the Gamma-Gamma model (Kendziorski et al., 2003) and the Normal-Uniform
model (Garrett and Parmigiani, 2003).

Gamma-Gamma (GG) model The genes are generated to be either “equally expressed”
(i.e. one group) or “differentially expressed” (i.e. two groups) among the samples. We gener-
atedn = 100 samples andp = 2, 000 genes, each with probability0.05 of being differentially
expressed. We applied the algorithm stated in Section 2 repeating the procedureB = 5, 000
times.

Both pdfClustandMclust provide results surprisingly good in correct cluster recognition,
low error rate and high sensitivity/specificity (data not shown).

More interesting is the very different behaviour in the choice of the relevant genes:pdfClust
is very good in recognizing them, with a very low error rate (about0.08), while Mclust fails in
this field, since it selects relevant genes very badly (with error rate about0.78).

Normal-Uniform (NU) model We simulatedB = 5, 000 datasets ofn = 100 samples,
p = 1, 000 genes andm = 3 classes defined as follows:class 1consists of 40 samples with
150 up-regulated and 50 down-regulated genes;class 2consists of 40 samples with 50 down-
regulated genes;class 3consists of 20 samples with neither up- nor down-regulated genes. Note
that classes 2 and 3 are “close” to each other with respect to class 1.

As expected, in this model bothpdfClustand Mclust lead to higher classification errors
than in GG model. Also in the gene selection step, both methods have difficulties in finding the
relevant genes. Nevertheless,pdfClustoutperformsMclustaccording to the gene selection error
rate (data not shown).

Mclust is able to recognize three clusters in the39% and two clusters in the34% of the
simulations;pdfClustrecognizes three clusters in the19% and two clusters in the47% of the
simulations. On the other hand, the mean error rate of the final classification is 0.135 forpdf-
Clustwhile for Mclust is 0.227.

4 Real data

Along with simulations, we consider two benchmarking real datasets, studied before by several
Authors, to which we will refer as the colon data (Alon et al.,1999) and the leukaemia data
(Golub et al., 1999).
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Colon data Alon et al. (1999) used Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays to measure the
expression of 6,500 human genes in 40 tumor and 22 normal colon tissue samples. They fo-
cused on the subset of 2,000 genes with highest minimal intensity across the samples: the raw
expression values of these 2,000 genes comprise our dataset.

In the first step, our algorithm was able to recognize 84 genes, which discriminate data
in two or more groups. We proceeded by considering the first three principal components
of this reduced data-matrix. The procedure found three clusters, which clearly correspond to
biologically meaningful groups. The first cluster consistsof tumor tissues (with 3 misclassified),
while clusters 2 and 3 comprise normal tissues (with 5 misclassified). It is worth noting that six
out of the eight misallocated samples are found to be misclassified in several previous analyses,
including McLachlan et al. (2002).

In order to compare our approach toMclust, we carried out a procedure analogous to the
one described in Section 2, but using the normal-mixture model both in step (i) and (iii). In
the first step,Mclust was able to find 369 discriminant genes. We considered the first three
principal components of this sub-space for clustering. Theprocedure found two clusters, with
a rather high missclassification error (0.37 versus 0.13 ofpdfClust). We also applied ak-means
algorithm to the entire dataset (error rate 0.37).

As stated before, McLachlan et al. (2002) studied the same microarray dataset. They se-
lected 446 relevant genes, achieving clusters that seem to recognize the change of protocol in
the data structure, but fail to recognize the normal/tumor differences (McLachlan et al., 2002).

Leukaemia data Golub et al. (1999) studied the gene expression of two types of acute
leukaemias, acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) and acutemyeloid leukaemia (AML). Gene
expression levels were measured using Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays containing 6,817 hu-
man genes. The dataset comprises 47 cases of ALL (38 B-cell and 9 T-cell) and 25 cases of
AML. We follow the preprocessing steps described in Dudoit et al. (2002). This procedure left
us with 3,892 genes.

As stated in Dudoit et al. (2002), the Leukaemia dataset presents two different problems:
an easier one, consisting in separating ALL from AML (two-class problem, hereafter) and an
harder one, consisting in recognizing also the differencesin B-cell and T-cell subclasses (three-
class problem).

In the variable selection step,pdfClustrecognizes 313 discriminant genes. We proceeded by
considering the first three principal components of this subspace.PdfClustfound two clusters,
which clearly represent ALL and AML samples, with 4 AML samples classified as ALL and 5
ALL samples classified as AML, leading to a missclassification error rate of 0.125:pdfClustis
able to solve the two-class problem, but it misses the three-class problem.

In the first step,Mclustfailed to select relevant genes, recognizing as discriminant among the
groups 3,119 out of 3,892 genes. Based on the first three principal components of the subspace
spanned by these genes,Mclust clustered samples in four groups. AlthoughMclust is able to
find more than two clusters, it fails to distinguish between B-cell and T-cell classes, leading to
hardly interpretable clusters.

The leukaemia dataset has been studied in McLachlan et al. (2002) as well. The Authors
found 2,015 relevant genes after the variable selection step. For the two-class problem, their
results were very good (only one sample misallocated), but they failed to solve the three-class
problem.
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5 Conclusions

Here, we have discussed a nonparametric density estimation-based algorithm for clustering
microarray expression data. Our approach has shown promising results both in simulated data
and in two real applications, with surprisingly good computational performances.

The gene selection step is much more effective usingpdfClustthan usingMclust both in
simulated and in real datasets. Here, “effective” means good results in terms of both dimension
reduction (e.g. in Leukaemia datapdfClustselected 313 genes versus 3,119 ofMclust) and of
correct selection (e.g. in GG model the gene selection errorrate are 0.08 and 0.77, respectively).
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Inhibitors targeting protein-protein interactions couldtheoretically be used to produce high-
specificity pharmaceuticals with few side effects. Alpha-helices often participate in protein-
protein interactions and where the interacting residues are all on one face of the helix it may
be possible to mimic the helix structure using a rigid synthetic molecule (Wilson, 2009). Side
chains of the inhibitor replace those of the natural helix. Knowing how best to change these
side chains so as to optimize affinity and specificity is therefore of considerable importance.

The expense and time required for high-throughput screening makes it inaccessible to many
academic researchers. We are developing a generic,in silico approach to side chain selection.
Taking the structure of an inhibitor bound to the protein of interest as a starting point, the
structure-based method uses ultra-high-throughput screening, clustering and docking to extract
from a library of commercially available molecules compounds which could be used to add
desirable side chains. Purchasable compounds are input in Daylight SMILES (2008) format.
We have used the ZINC database (http://zinc.docking.org/)of Irwin and Shoichet (2005). Filter
(OpenEye) is used with Daylight SMRIKS-based (2008) selection criteria to identify molecules
compatible with the synthetic protocol of the inhibitor. Three-dimensional structures of these
molecules are generated using Omega (OpenEye) and are then cleaved by ReCore (BioSolveIT)
(Maasset al., 2007) to yield the structures of the side chains that each molecule could be used
to add to the inhibitor core scaffold. Ultra-high-throughput screening with ReCore removes
side chains with no chance of fitting into the binding site. FlexX (BioSolveIT) (Gastreichet
al., 2006) then docks each side chain into the target protein to yield a score. A novel clustering
method based on the k-means algorithm (see MacKay (2003)) has been developed which can
be used to reduce the number of molecules which must be docked. We are also investigating
using the structures of known inhibitors as part of the scoring and selection process.

Preliminary testing has focused on the interaction betweenthe tumour suppressor protein
p53 and the E3 ubiquitin ligase Mdm2. Mdm2 regulates p53 expression by binding to the
alpha-helical p53 transactivation domain. p53 normally triggers cell cycle arrest or apoptosis
in response to cellular stress but aberrant upregulation ofMdm2, which has been observed in
roughly 7% of human tumours, causes this control to be lost (Murray and Gellman, 2007).

At the University of Leeds, a novel, robust method of p-oligobenzamide synthesis has been
developed that enables a large variety of different side chains to be tested in many different
combinations (Planteet al., 2008). Following synthesis, oligobenzamides with side chains
predicted byin silico methods to increase affinity will be tested by means of a Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) assay using the yellow and green fluorescent protein hybrid proteins
p53-YFP and Mdm2-GFP (Planteet al., 2009).
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Saddlepoint Approximations for the Complex
Bingham Quartic Distribution

Asaad M. Ganeiber∗ and John T. Kent
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1 Introduction

The complex Bingham quartic (CBQ) distribution is defined onthe unit complex sphere in
Cp and it is relevant for the statistical shape analysis of landmark data in two dimensions.
Under high concentration it looks like a multivariate normal distribution. The normalizing
constant of the complex Bingham quartic (CBQ) distributiondoes not have a simple closed
form representation and therefore we provide an approximation procedure based on saddlepoint
approximations.

2 Complex Bingham Quartic Distribution

2.1 Background

Let CSp−1 = {z = (z1, z2, . . . , zp)
T :

∑p
j=1 |zj|

2 = 1} ⊂ Cp denote the unit complex sphere
in Cp. The complex Bingham quartic (CBQ) density centred at the north pole(0, 0, . . . , 1)T on
CSp−1 can be written in the form

f(z) = cCBQ(Ω)−1 exp
{

−
1

2

(

xT Ωx − (xT x)xT Ω(as)x
)

}

, (1)

Here x = (Re(v)T , Im(v)T )T denotes the real and imaginary parts of the complex tangent
projectionv onCP p−1,

v = exp(−iφ)I∗\pz, (2)

whereφ = arg(zp) andI\p denotes thep−dimensional identity matrix without its last column.
Also Ω is a (2p − 2) × (2p − 2)-dimensional real symmetric matrix. IfΩ is partitioned as
Ω =

(

Ωij , i, j = 1, 2
)

in terms of(p − 1) × (p − 1) submatrices, then the anti-complex-
symmetric matrixΩ(as) is given by

Ω(as) =
1

2

(

Ω11 − Ω22 Ω12 + Ω21

Ω21 + Ω12 Ω22 − Ω11

)

· (3)

Notice that (1) is invariant under scalar rotation, i.e.f(z) = f(eiθz). Furthermore, the normal-
izing constant can be expressed (Kentet al., 2006) as

cCBQ(Ω) =
1

2

∫ 1

0

cBing

(

Ψ(s)
)

sp−2ds, (4)

where

Ψ(s) = −
1

2
(sΩ − s2Ω(as)), 0 < s < 1 (5)
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is also a real symmetric(2p − 2) × (2p − 2) matrix andcBing(·) is the normalizing constant of
the real Bingham distribution onS2p−3. Thus the normalizing constant for the CBQ distribu-
tion has been reduced to a one dimensional integral of normalizing constants for the Bingham
distribution.

In practice we use the quadrature rules to approximate the definite integral in (4) by a sum-
mation of the form

cCBQ(Ω) ≈
1

2

n
∑

i=1

wicBing

(

Ψ(si)
)

sp−2
i (6)

wheres1, s2, . . . , sn are known distinct nodes andw1, w2, . . . , wn are the corresponding known
weights (see Germund and Bjorck, 2008, p. 561 and Abramowitzand Stegun, 1972, p. 886-
887). For the moment we have used equally-spaced nodes (abscissas) with constant weights.
Other choices will be explored in the future.

2.2 Saddlepoint Approximations

We recall that for a functionf(v), v > 0, proportional to a probability density function, the
cumulant generating functionK f(u) is defined as

K f(u) = log

{
∫ +∞

0

exp(uv)f(v)dv

}

(7)

over values ofu for which the integral converges. In certain casesK(·) is known explicity but
notf . The unnormalizing second-order saddlepoint approximation forf at a specified value of
v is given by

f̂(v) =
(

2πK
′′

f(û(v))
)−1/2

exp
{

K f(û(v)) − û(v)v
}(

1 + T
)

, (8)

whereû(v) is the unique solution to the saddlepoint equationK
′

(û(v)) = v. Usuallyû(v) needs
to be computed numerically (see, for example, Kolassa, 2006, p. 84 and Jones et al., 2009, p.
174). Also,

T =
1

8
ρ̂4 −

5

24
ρ̂2

3, ρ̂j =
K (j)

(

û(v)
)

[

K (2)
(

û(v)
)

]j/2
. (9)

is a second order correction term.
In particular, consider the real Bingham distribution on the unit sphereSp−1 with parameter

matrixA whereA = ΓΛΓT is p× p symmetric matrix with a diagonal eigenvalues matrixΛ =
diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λp) and an orthogonal matrixΓ whose columns are standardized eigenvectors.
If λj > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , p, then the normalizing constant for the real Bingham distribution
cBing

(

A
)

is proportional to the probability density function of a convolution central scaled chi-
squaredχ2

1 variates,f(v; A) at v = 1 with cumulant generating function given by

K(u; A) = −
1

2

p
∑

j=1

log
(

1 −
u

λj

)

, u < λ1 (10)

(see Kume and Wood, 2005, Kume and Wood, 2007, Kume and Walker, 2006, Mardia et al.,
1979, p. 35-36 and Butler, 2007, p. 48-49). More specifically,

cBing

(

A
)

= η
(

A
)

f
(

1; A
)

=
(2π)p/2

|2A|1/2
f
(

1; A
)

· (11)
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Kent et al.(2006) proposed an integrated saddlepoint approximation,or ISP method, for the
normalizing constant of the complex Bingham quartic distribution in whichcBing(·) in (4) is
approximated by its saddlepoint approximation (11). That is,

ĉCBQ, ISP(Ω) ≈
1

2

n
∑

i=1

wiĉBing

(

Ψ(si)
)

sp−2
i (12)

An alternative to the integrated saddlepoint approximation is to integrate first and then evalu-
ate the saddlepoint approximation. We will call this alternative the saddlepoint of integration
approximation, or SPI method. Let

g(v) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

wiη
(

Ψ(si)
)

f
(

v; Ψ(si)
)

sp−2
i , (13)

be proportional to a probability density function with cumulant generating function

K g(u) = log
[1

2

n
∑

i=1

wiη
(

Ψ(si)
)

exp
{

K (u; Ψ(si))
}

sp−2
i

]

, (14)

whereK (·) is given in (10). Using (8), the saddlepoint approximation for the normalizing
constant of the CBQ distribution is then given by

ĉCBQ, SPI(Ω) = ĝ(1)· (15)

3 Comparison

To assess the mixture saddlepoint approximations, consider the simplest casep = 2 with 0 <
λ1 < λ2. In this case the CBQ distribution can be identified with the Fisher-Bingham (FB5)
distribution on the sphereS2, for which there is an exact series expansion for the normalizing
constantcFB5(κ, β). The normalizing constants are related by

cCBQ(Ω) =
π

2
exp(−κ)cFB5(κ, β) (16)

where the concentration parameter isκ = (1/8)(λ1 + λ2), κ ≥ 0 and the ovalness parameter is
β = (1/16)(λ2 − λ1), 0 < β ≤ κ/2 (see Kent, 1982 and Kentet al.,2006).

Table 1 shows a comparison between the true values of the normalizing constant of the CBQ dis-
tributioncCBQ(Ω), the accuracy of the integrated saddlepoint approximationmethod,̂cCBQ,ISP(Ω)
in (12) and the saddlepoint of integration approximation method, ĉCBQ,SPI(Ω) in (15) for some
various values ofκ, β = 0.4κ, λ1, λ2 andn = 1000. The table shows that both the ISP and SPI
approximations for the normalizing constant of the CBQ distribution are less accurate whenλ1

andλ2 are small. The table also illustrates that asλ1 andλ2 increase, the ratios between both
ĉCBQ,ISP(Ω) andĉCBQ,SPI(Ω) and the true value ofcCBQ(Ω) approach 1. On the other hand, with
increasingλ1 andλ2 the integrated saddlepoint approximationĉCBQ,ISP(Ω) seems to be more
accurate than the saddlepoint of integration approximation ĉCBQ,SPI(Ω).

Thus, in general, the integrated saddlepoint approximation (ISP) method seems more precise
than the saddlepoint of integration approximation (SPI), though the latter method is much faster.
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κ β λ1 λ2 Exact ISP SPI ISP/Exact SPI/Exact
0.5 0.2 0.4 3.6 19.898 12.568 11.890 0.631 0.598

10 4 8 72 1.6449 1.2902 1.2208 0.784 0.742

55 22 44 396 0.2990 0.2736 0.2676 0.915 0.895

100 40 80 720 0.1644 0.1562 0.1546 0.950 0.940

150 60 120 1080 0.1096 0.1048 0.1039 0.956 0.947

200 80 160 1440 0.0822 0.0793 0.0781 0.964 0.950

250 100 200 1800 0.0657 0.0637 0.0627 0.969 0.954

275 110 220 1980 0.0598 0.0581 0.0572 0.971 0.956

500 200 400 3600 0.0328 0.0326 0.0325 0.993 0.989

Table 1: Numerical saddlepoint approximations for the true value ofthe normalizing constant of the complex
Bingham quartic distributioncCBQ(Ω): The integrated saddlepointĉCBQ,ISP(Ω) and saddlepoint of integration ap-
proximationĉCBQ, SPI(Ω) for various values ofκ, β = 0.4κ, λ1, λ2 andn = 1000.
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Dynamic Bayesian analysis of protein signalling
connectivity reveals heterogeneity within single

breast cancer subtype

Steven M. Hill1,2∗, Yiling Lu3, Gordon B. Mills3 and Sach Mukherjee2,1

1 Centre for Complexity Science, University of Warwick
2 Department of Statistics, University of Warwick

3 M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, University of Texas

Intracellular protein signalling plays an important role in the control of cell function. Aber-
rations in signalling behaviour play a key role in the biology of cancer (Weinberg (2007)). How-
ever, we remain limited in our understanding of cancer-specific changes to signalling networks.
Here, we utilise stochastic models known as dynamic Bayesian networks (Murphy(2002)) to
infer protein signalling connectivity using time-varyingdata from breast cancer cell lines. We
take a Bayesian approach, incorporating existing biological knowledge into inference by means
of an informative prior on network structure (Mukherjee andSpeed (2008)). Instead of resorting
to approximate schemes, such as MCMC, we show how biochemically-motivated sparsity con-
straints permit exact inference to determine posterior probabilities of interest. We apply these
approaches to high-throughput proteomic data from individual breast cancer cell lines. The
cell lines we study are not only both breast cancers but furthermore belong to the same, well-
characterized breast cancer subtype. Yet we find striking evidence of heterogeneity between
these cancers with respect to signalling behaviour. Independent experiments validate some of
these differences, suggesting that there may be considerable heterogeneity even within recently
characterized cancer subtypes.
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Log-linear modelling of protein dipeptide structure
reveals interesting patterns of side-chain–backbone

interactions

Kerstin Hommola∗, Walter R. Gilks and Kanti V. Mardia

Department of Statistics, University of Leeds

It has long been known that the amino-acid sequence of a protein determines its 3-dimensional
structure, but accurateab initio predictionof structure from sequence remains elusive. We gain
insight into local protein structure conformation by studying the relationship of dihedral angles
in pairs of residues in protein sequences (dipeptides). We adopt a contingency table approach,
exploring a targeted set of hypotheses through log-linear modelling to detect patterns of asso-
ciation of these dihedral angles in all dipeptides considered. Our models indicate a substantial
association of the side-chain conformation of the first residue with the backbone conformation
of the second residue (side-to-back interaction) as well asa weaker but still significant associ-
ation of the backbone conformation of the first residue with the side-chain conformation of the
second residue (back-to-side interaction). To compare these interactions across different dipep-
tides, we cluster the parameter estimates for the corresponding association terms. This reveals
a striking pattern. For the side-to-back term all dipeptides which have the same first residue
jointly appear in distinct clusters, whereas for the back-to-side term we observe a much weaker
pattern. This suggests that the conformation of the first residue dictates the conformation of the
second.
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A multi-scale approach to analysing High
Performance Liquid Chromatography data
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Abstract

HPLC is used to identify the individual chemical constituents present in a sample. Each
individual constituent creates a ‘peak’ in a data trace and from this the constituent can be
identified and subsequently quantified. Earlier work in thisarea by Walls et al (2007)
introduced a wavelet based approach to the analysis of HPLC data. We extend this work
to improve the accuracy of peak location methods and to accurately capture asymmetric
and overlapping peaks. We also assess how large a peak has to be to ensure consistent and
reliable detection

1 Chromatography and HPLC

Chromatography is a process of separation which is widely used as both a separative technique
and an analytical tool. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is a specific form
of chromatography which is widely used in scientific fields including virology, pharmacology
and clinical chemistry amongst many others. In its simplestform the separation is achieved
by the injection of a sample, which has been dissolved in a solvent, into a stream of solvent.
The solvent is pumped into the chromatographic column whichis packed with a solid separating
material. Within the column a liquid-solid interaction takes place. Components with the highest
affinity for the packing material stay in the column the longest and therefore elutes last. The
differential elution of the compounds is the underlying concept behind the separation which
takes place in HPLC.

HPLC experimentation produces chromatograms, a type of spectral data which is a collec-
tion of sequentially recorded numbers of ions which arrive at the detector coupled with the
corresponding mass-to-charge ratio. These data sets display what are most commonly referred
to as peaks - these peaks give qualitative and quantitative information about the sample under
study. The qualitative information is the retention time ofthe component, which is constant un-
der identical chromatographic conditions. Hence the sample constituent corresponding to each
of under a given peak, which when calculated is proportionalto the amount of the correspond-
ing substance present in the sample. One way in which this is done is by producing a calibration
graph which is derived from peak areas obtained for various solutions whose concentration is
precisely known, this is then used to compare the peak areas and subsequently used to determine
the concentration of an unknown sample.
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2 The nature of HPLC data

There are many problems which confound the analysis of chromatograms, a full description of
these problems other related ones is given in Karpievitch etal (2010). Variations in conditions
and instrumentation as well as the presence of background noise and compound peaks, amongst
other factors cause problems in analysis. Hence, when modeling the raw spectra a commonly
used model is composed of three components: the true signal,noise and baseline artifact (Chen
et al, 2007). Generally, within HPLC experimentation noiseis defined to be ‘instantaneously
irreproducible signals’ and are usually caused by either physical or chemical interference in
the experimental process, imperfections in the apparatus or many other irregularities. We aim
to improve the signal to noise ratio of the raw data. The heuristic behind this being that the
removal of noise should facilitate the extraction of meaningful and accurate information from
the data as background noise causes blurring of the analytical signal.

The baseline represents a type of artificial bias introducedby the machinery and keeps de-
noised data apart from the true distribution of the data. Baseline drift is mainly caused by
continuous variation in the experimental conditions. Errors in the determination of the peak
height and area of HPLC chromatograms are the main problem which baseline drift induces.
Baselines are difficult to identify as they are usually represented by curves rather than linear
function (Chau et al, 2004).

3 Multiscale analysis

Traditionally Fourier transforms played a major role in theanalysis of this type of spectral
data. However, recent developments in wavelet methods allow practitioners to decompose com-
plex signals, including those produced by HPLC, into components with different frequencies.
Fourier methods are unable to do this due to the lack of localization in the time domain. To
counteract these problems we implement a wavelet based approach to HPLC data analysis. We
continue the work of Walls (2007,2008) who first implementedvaguelette-wavelet methods to
improve the accuracy of peak location and subsequent quantification. We propose a new method
for location of the peak end times and in doing so we include two user definable parameters.
We experiment to find the optimal values of these parameters by comparing results from simu-
lations to a known truth. We extend these simulations to different levels of noise to see whether
this effects the optimal values of these parameters.

To further test the accuracy of our method we experiment to find the lower limit of de-
tectability. This is a point of interest to practitioners who use HPLC as it is useful to know how
small a peak can be and still be reliably detected. We simulate a peak and sequentially reduce
the size each time adding the same amount of independent white noise. We set the noise level
arbitrarily high as we are interested in testing the limits of the algorithm and lower noise levels,
whilst being more realistic, would not allow for this.

As mentioned earlier, a particular problem with chromatographic data is the presence of
compound peaks. A compound peak occurs when two analytes have not fully separated and
therefore have run off into the detector very closely together. This effect is mainly due to the
analytes under observation being too chemically similar for the detector to fully differentiate
between them. This causes particular problems in baseline detection as the data trace does not
return to baseline before once more spiking, producing two peak which overlap. The gradient
change points approach originally adopted by Walls (2008) interpolated between each peak
end point and thereby lost vital information about the sample constituents under study. We
have adapted this original approach to allow for the presence of compound peaks and present
simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of these new methods.
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1 Introduction

Detecting differentially expressed genes for one particular disease has important applications
and has been studied extensively. Massively Parallel Nucleotide Sequencing (MPNS) is a rel-
atively new technique that can be used to detect differential gene expression. MPNS uses a
clonal sequencer to generate millions of individual short sequences from a sample, which can
then be aligned to a reference genome or assembledde novo. If the approach is applied to RNA
samples, the number of reads aligning at a given locus can be used as a measure of abundance
(an approach known as RNA-Seq). Since the reads generated bythe machine are much shorter
than most exons, MPNS allows the pursuit of alternative splicing by using the number of reads
matching to an exon as a measure of its abundance.

Since RNA-Seq data is essentially count data generated by sampling from a population of
transcript fragments, many of the standard approaches for analysing microarray data are not
directly applicable to MNPS datasets. This, combined with the fact that the technology is
still relatively recent, means that there is no current consensus regarding the best methods for
detecting differential expression. The goal of this work isto assess the performance of a variety
of available algorithms for making these calls.

The algorithms evaluated include those recently developedspecifically for RNA-seq data
and available in R packages, such as edgeR (Robinsonet al., 2009), baySeq (Hardcastle and
Kelly, 2009), and DEGseq (Wanget al., 2009). They also include the statistical algorithms
which have been used for RNA-seq data such as Fisher’s exact test and log-likelihood ratio
(Bullard et al., 2009) and Poisson distribution based formula (Sultanet al., 2009, Audic and
Claverie, 2007). We also evaluate the statistical methods such as K-S test and Wilcoxon’s
rank-sum test, which require two sequences as input and consequently are not applicable to
microarray data without replicates but can be applied to sequencing data without replicates.

The sequencing data can be represented at two levels. One wasat nucleotide or base level.
Another is at exon level, which is a summary of data at nucleotide level. Nucleotide level data
contains more information than exon level data. On the otherhand, it may be more prone than
the exon level summary to the errors and noises induced in data production. It is interesting to
compare the statistical methods performed on the two different levels. In contrast, microarray
systems can only produce data at gene or exon level.

We also address two important issues in the evaluation of statistical methods for computing
differential expression. One is the difficulty in generating an appropriate ’gold standard’ dataset
against which to perform an evaluation. Previous work has tended to use an artificial dataset
where, for example, known amounts of transcript are spiked into a common reference (e.g.
Choeet al., 2005). Generating a biologically representative datasetwith a significant number
of differences is challenging and expensive, particularlygiven the current cost of MPNS exper-
iments and the nucleotide-level precision of the platform.Here, we use an independent dataset
generated using a different (Affymetrix microarray) platform. We also used another evaluation
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data obtained by prior knowledge and text mining technique.
The second issue we address is the metric used to evaluate performance. When exons are

scored by, for example, their likelihood to be differentially expressed, it is possible to order
the data and identify for each algorithm, the score threshold that leads to the greatest corre-
spondence between platforms. We do this not only by considering the area under a ROC curve
(AUC), as has been extensively used for evaluating differential gene expression algorithms, but
also two alternate metrics: A-precision and R-precision, both of which are popular in informa-
tion retrieval studies.

2 Results

Table 1 presents the results obtained by the twelve statistical methods, and the non-directional
fold change approach. Evaluations were carried out using the exon array reference data. Each
method was applied to the depth and count data, respectively. The first five methods were
applied to nucleotide level data, since they require a pair of numeric vectors as input. The
next eight methods used the exon level data. The last row shows the results from the randomly
ranked list, which can be regarded as a baseline negative control. We can see that the results
from all methods are significantly higher than the baseline;the 95% confidence interval for the
A-precision of the randomly ranked list is [0.236, 0.240].

Table 1:Evaluation of the statistical algorithms with reference toexon microarray data. Each ranked list
was measured by three types of metrics, A-precision (AP), R-precision (RP), and AUC. The values are
presented as percentages.

Methods Depth data Count data
AP RP AUC AP RP AUC

Wilcoxon rank-sum 37.4 73.5 56.0 40.3 88.5 57.0
Wilcoxon signed-rank 31.4 58.8 52.9 37.8 86.2 56.2
K-S test 34.6 24.3 56.7 38.4 90.9 55.6
Paired t-test 32.6 55.6 54.3 36.0 75.2 56.0
Unpaired t-test 36.7 75.8 56.5 39.2 86.2 57.3
Audic and Claverie’s method39.0 71.4 57.3 37.4 70.9 55.3
Fisher’s test 36.7 41.7 55.9 37.0 70.9 55.5
LLR 28.7 18.8 50.9 37.1 57.1 55.9
Rank product 32.8 58.8 53.6 32.9 58.8 53.7
edgeR 36.6 41.7 55.8 37.0 71.9 55.6
baySeq 38.0 90.1 54.6 42.7 86.2 57.6
DEGseq 35.7 42.6 55.5 36.5 72.5 54.5
FC3 35.8 97.1 54.2 37.6 97.1 55.2
Randomly 23.8 25.3 42.8 23.8 25.3 42.8

The R package baySeq obtained the highest scores of A-precision and AUC on the count
data, while the non-directional fold change method had the highest R-precision. BaySeq per-
formed statistically significantly better than other methods, (95% confidence interval of A-
precision for baySeq is [0.420, 0.433]). The Wilcoxon sum-rank test obtained the second best
A-precision score (the 95% confidence interval of A-precision for is [0.396, 0.409]). We can
also see that edgeR’s results are very similar to those of Fisher’s test, probably because the exact
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test implemented in edgeR for the data without replicates isquite similar to Fisher’s exact test.
All the methods, except A&C’s Poisson distribution based method (Audic and Claverie,

1997), have higher A-precision scores on count data than on depth data and in most cases,
higher R-precision and AUC. Note also that the difference between the results of count data
and depth data for the statistical tests using nucleotide level data was bigger than many methods
using exon level data. This is to be expected, since all the methods assume that observations are
mutually independent, and this holds for count data but not depth data.

We can see that the differences among A-precisions for different methods (e.g. Wilcoxon
rank-sum and sign-rank) are bigger than among AUC. All the five tests for nucleotide level
data obtained better A-precision on count data than on depthdata, which is consistent with the
fact that count data is better than depth data for the nucleotide level analysis such as K-S test.
However, K-S test obtained higher AUC value from depth data than from count data. Thus, for
these data, A-precision provide better metrics at distinguishing different statistical methods than
the ROC-curve based methods often used to evaluate bioinformatics algorithms. R-precisions
among different methods have much bigger variations than A-precisions and AUC, showing
that the average is more stable than a single value at one particular point.

Table 2: Results of the ranked lists against the true positive instances obtained based on keywords K1
and the GeneRIF text. Each ranked list was measured by three types of metric, A-precision(AP), R-
precision(RP), and AUC. The values are presented as percentages.

Methods Depth data Count data
AP RP AUC AP RP AUC

Wilcoxon rank-sum 4.30 14.3 39.2 4.82 14.7 40.5
Wilcoxon signed-rank 4.15 8.17 39.5 4.81 15.5 41.5
K-S test 4.63 3.73 41.1 5.37 18.6 43.8
Paired t-test 4.13 7.58 39.6 4.48 10.1 40.5
Unpaired t-test 4.20 8.74 39.2 4.50 11.4 40.1
Audic and Claverie’s method5.04 15.1 41.3 5.07 15.1 42.0
Fisher’s test 5.09 6.83 41.5 5.04 15.1 41.5
LLR 4.84 4.78 43.9 5.09 10.4 41.4
Rank product 4.78 13.5 41.2 4.79 13.5 41.4
edgeR 5.09 6.88 41.5 5.07 14.6 41.8
baySeq 4.17 13.8 37.4 4.75 18.1 39.5
DEGseq 5.06 7.29 41.5 5.01 13.2 41.6
FC3 4.27 18.2 38.1 4.51 18.3 38.6
Randomly 3.51 4.88 36.0 3.51 4.88 36.0

We manually compiled a list of keywords related to the breastcancer or gene-disease relation
study. Those keywords were divided into three groups. The first contains the most specific
keywords such as ’breast cancer”. The second, more general cancer-related keywords, such
as ’cancer’, ’tumour’ and ’oncogene”, and the third, keywords related to genetic diseases in
general, such as ’DNA damage” and ’genetic disease”. We denote the keywords in the first
group as K1, the keywords in the first or the second group as K12, and the keywords in the first,
or the second, or the third group as K123. If the text for one exon contains a keyword from K1
(or K12, or K123), then we regarded the exon as a true positiveexample for that type of text
and that group of keywords. We used those positive examples to evaluate the results. We ran
one experiment using each of the three keyword groups.
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Tables 2 presents the results of the statistical methods which were evaluated using the
GeneRIF text and the keyword groups K1. K-S test obtained thehighest A-precision, R-
precision and AUC scores for the keyword group K1. The 95% confidential interval for the
A-precision of K-S test is [0.0510, 0.0569], showing that K-S test performed significantly bet-
ter than other methods.

3 Conclusion

These data show that the K-S test and the R package baySeq applied to count data provided the
best methods for calling differentially expressed exons across AB SOLiD RNA-Seq data. The
results also show the utility of A- and R-precision as evaluation metrics that can have a number
of advantages over the more widely used ROC curve. Although the results presented here were
for AB SOLiD data, it is reasonable to expect to see similar results for other platforms, since
many of the issues, such as the non-independence of adjacentresidues in pile-up data, are not
platform specific.
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Introduction

The shape of an object is the information about the object which is invariant under the full
similarity transformations of rotation, translation and rescaling. In statistical shape analysis, we
are concerned with analysing differences in shape between individual objects or populations.
To this end, we first seek some optimal registration which removes the effects of orientation,
location and size, so that any remaining differences are dueto genuine differences in shape.

Objects are often reduced tok points, known as landmarks, inm dimensions and thus can
be represented ask×m point configurations. In labelled shape analysis the correspondence be-
tween landmarks on different configurations is known. Unlabelled shape analysis deals with the
more complex situation where the correspondence between landmarks is unknown. Green and
Mardia (2006) developed a Bayesian methodology for the pairwise alignment of two unlabelled
configurations using the rigid body transformations of rotation and translation. The method is
also applicable to the labelled case. Theobald and Wuttke (2006) and Theobald (2009) have
allowed nonisotropic errors. A review of these methods is given by Green et al (2010).

We present the extension to full similarity shape by introducing a scaling factor to the model.
Taking one of the configurations as a fixed reference, the aim is to estimate the transformation of
the other configurations onto the reference whilst simultaneously identifying the matching be-
tween landmarks. Particular challenges include efficient simulation from a non-standard distri-
bution for the scale factor and the desire for a symmetrical setup to ensure that equal inferences
are drawn regardless of which configuration is taken as the reference. Possible applications
include automated image analysis (where objects nearer or further away have different sizes),
biological morphometrics (where objects at different growth stages may be of different sizes)
and protein folding in comparing and identifying folds.
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There are many statistically challenging problems in protein Bioinformatics. We can regard
the tertiary structure of a typical protein as an articulated object in three dimensions if we
assume fixed atomic bond lengths. Hence it can be viewed as a long time series (with hundreds
or thousands of amino acids), where all the information liesin the angles between successive
bonds. There are two types of angles: bond angles, analogousto colatitude, which are nearly
constant here; and dihedral angles, analogous to longitude, which contain most of the relevant
information. Thus the basic protein description is reducedto a circular time series with blocks
of different types of dihedral angles from both backbone andside-chains.

In this poster, a typical type of amino acid, isoleucine, is considered. The isoleucine data set
was obtained from Harder et al. (2010), in which a dynamic Bayesian network model captured
the dependency between backbone and side chains.Mardia et al. (2008) have introduced the
multivariate sine distribution , and we propose to fit a mixture of multivariate sine distributions
to investigate the relationship between different types ofdihedral angles within the amino acid.
In the simplest mixture model, the precision matrices are the same in each group and are diago-
nal. Further ,the group means form a regular lattice on the torus, equally-spaced for each of the
angular variables. The adequacy of this model is discussed for isoleucine.
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Predicting hot-spots in protein-protein interaction
interfaces

Joseph Ward
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Being able to predict the orientation of protein-protein interactions would make the elu-
cidation of the the vast protein-interaction networks thatare present in every cell a lot less
complicated. The majority of proteins are involved in a protein-protein interaction at some
point between their translation and degradation. Predicting and understanding these interac-
tions will be vital for the discovery of new drugs and treatments for diseases, as well as fully
understanding the diseases themselves. Currently much focus is on the problem of predicting
protein-small molecule interactions for the discovery of new drug targets but much less focus
has been on predicting the interactions between proteins.

Hot-spot residues are residues identified as being most energetically important for the sta-
bility of the protein-protein complex and have been shown tocause large changes in the binding
free energy of a protein-protein complex when they are mutated.

My aim is to produce a method for predicting protein-proteininteractions firstly by identify-
ing whether InterBasePro, a method for calculating the relative energetic importance of residues
is comparable to the experimental values produced by Alanine Scanning Mutagenesis Exper-
iments using numerous statistical methods to optimise and maximise the correlation between
the data as well as highlighting further potential improvements.
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